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Four Boys See 'UFO'
Near Kiantorre
KIA.XTONE. N.Y. - For

people here Monday night re
ported seeing mysterious Ugh';
from what is believed to be an
other unidentified flying object.

According to Falconer State
(Police, Tern M ra, fourteen
|and Louis Howard, sixteen, both
iof Brailey Rd., Kiantone, and

Stoimer's brothers' grandfath
er, about the mysterious lights.!

When Johnson v,jiu outside)
with the boys the lights in the!
sky had vanished but minutes!
later they saw a strange light
which illuminated alnost r •
entire pasture on the other side
of the barn from the Stormer[David Stormer, twelve, and his||10use

^ ibrother Donald Stormer. four-i
,'teen, o; Riverside Rd.. saw a
{light hovering "in the sky near
jthe Siurmer farm, about 9 p.m.
; The boys, police said, ran
(mto the Stormer house to tell
|L e o 11 Johnson, sixtj nine.
""" ' "I don't know what it was, but

I could see that field lit up for
daytime. It stayed like that for
about two minutes and then dar
kened."

Johnson told the Time: this
morning, "I didn't see the lights
in the skj. but I did »et the
whole pasture in back of the
barn lit up as if it was by sever
al very powerful spoL':ghti>.
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Jamestown, N. Y. ^^
Post-Journal ,
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r^ 'BRIGHT LIGHT'

Swede Hill Folks

See Another UFO
Sighting of another unidenti

fied flying object was reported
last night by four Swede Hill
residents.

Kenneth Johnson, the 11-year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. How
ard Johnson of 33 Willow

Ave., said that he spotted the
object, as did^a neighbor, Mrs.
Harold Nelson of 547 Wjllard
St., and her two sons,'Gary,
12, and Kevin, 11.

"It was a large, bright light,
falling not too rapidly toward
the ground," the Johnson

youngster related. "It had a
bluish glow around it. It ap
peared it was traveling to
ward Kiantone."

Police agencies in the area
said they received no "flying
saucer" reports last night.

The Air Force and the Na

tional Investigation Committee
on Aerial Phenomena' are in-

, vestigating sightings of uni
dentified flying objects last i.*

Thursday night near Cherry*!'"
Creek and Saturday and Mon
day nights near Kiantone. \
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More UFOs Seen,
/n. L/v/ngston
MT. MORRIS - Those un-

identified fly^ <*>*£ *£*have been sighted y the
Nunda area are moving to,
Mt. Morris and Geneseo

Chief George Burns of the
1Nunda Police Department «•ported Monday night that he

had received a call from a
woman in Mt. Moms who
said she had sighted six to
eight of the objects. • •Residents in. Geneseo and a
Livingston County deputy
sheriff said they had sigh edfbrmiant white lightm the
western sky about sunset and

red and disappeared. Last
month there were numerous
sightings over Nunda and
other parts of Western New
York. • . • ....
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%s Dunkirk, N. Y.
Observer
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More. Flying '
Objects Sighted
In the Area

State police and sheriff's dep- i
uties Monday checked on two -
more reports of unidentified fly
ing objects in the county near
Laona and Cherry Creek. .A; j ~

The Cherry Creek̂ area sight !

mi
w T--.vtf

last Thursda^Tiight' wasvchar- —
acterized iby ^officials as worthy
of further .investigation.

Mrs. ^Buitcher called the sher- t
iff's department .at - Mayville .'

- about 10:15 p.m. jilonday to re- J—
port that the object/was back.
Mr. Butcher had first seen it S
through a window about 9 p\m/
while working inside the house, i

. The entire family went outside j—
to watch it as it hovered over j
a.wooded area and finally dis- !

": appeared sometime between
; 9:30 and 9:45 p.m.

A sheriff's department patrol ,
car was dispatched to the scene.
but nothing more was, .'seen of ;

• the mysterious objecLt&tale'po- j—
lice and the Air Force^b|se at j
Niagara Falls were alerted to .

- add the new sighting to the one
reported by the Butcher family '
last Thursday night. —

•' Mrs. Louis Giambrone of !
Route 60, Laona, told Ifche OB- '
SERVER today her daughter. I
Barbara, 17, and a companion, ;
Dorothy Elliott, also 17, became I—
uncomfortable in the house due 1
to the heat and went to sleep in
the oar outdoors at aboult 2:45
a.m. They "both spotted what ap
peared to 'be a reddish and then
yellow light by a nearby hill
adjacent to the house. Accord-- •
ing to the girls the light glowed ;
brightly, faded and then glowed ,
again until 4 a.m.

Sgt. H. Johnson of the Fredo-- )
nia barracks questioned other •
youngsters about 14 to 16 years r
old and they all had different j
versions of what they saw. Sgt.
Johnson said the children were :
aware of the publicity regarding
the report of a UFO last week ,-
at -the Butcher farm'in Cherry •-,

\-^J
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LeRoyanv Including a Policeman
See Flying Objects in Village Sky
mSighting of an unidentified I •>*«««— ^.,, _ ^ 'Sighting of an unidentified
flying object was reported late
Monday evening by three Le
Roy residents.

The sighting over the vil
lage coincided with reports of
similar sightings over -the
southern and western portions
of Livingston.County. Reports
m that, area came from resi
dents and sheriff's patrols. In
Le Roy, a^ woman and her 15
year-old son and a police pa
trolman reported seeing the
object in the'sky!

Mrs James I. Privatera of
SOWolcott.st., and her son
Thomas, reported to village
police about 11:20 p. m. they
noticed a bright light moving
very rapidly across the sky
over the village-in a north
west t direction. Patrolman
Thomas Cummerton, who was

=on duty, went to the Privatera
home and said he also saw the
bright white light" and that

"proceeded northwest awav
5,,^ ffcge at a speed
about the fastest I have ever

seen.

Police Chief George Bums
of the Livingston County Com
munity, of Nunda told The
News today he received a re
port about 10 p. m. Monday
from a resident south of the
village of the sighting of 6 or
J bright lights moving north
west over that community. He
said a few minutes later a
Livingston County Sheriff's
Uept. patrol near Geneseo re
ported seeing one light on the
western horizon and the den-
"ft£ foe office at Geneseotold the police chief he stepped
outside when he got the report
and he also could see it.

Mrs Privatera and Thomas
said they were in their back
yard and spotted the bright
object mthe southeast and
that it continued at high
speed on the northwest course
until it reached a point about
over the village water tank
near the American Legion
Home on West Main St. There
it appeared to hover for a
time before moving at the fast
speed. They said they watch

?'•

ed the object for about 10 min
utes.

The Privateras and officer
Cummerton used binoculars
in watching the object and all
concurred in its description-
a large bright white light
with a smaller red light at
the rear. .

This description also was
similar to the..one given at
Nunda and Geneseo: The
woman who made the report
in Nunda," also said the ob
jects appeared to hover
. T1is k not the first report
m the Nunda area. Chief
Burns said he has received
reports about every two or
or three days over the last
month. He said about 50 resi
dents, including himself, have
seen them. All of the descrip
tions have pictured them as
bright white objects.

The object was reported at
quite a high altitude over Le
Roy Chief Burns said some
of the reports received by his
office have claimed seeing
them, very near the ground
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Woman, Boy and Patrolman Spot

'Bright White light' Over Village
Le Roy — Call 'em hallucinations or

saucers or whatever, but folks around
Le Roy claim to be seeing things.

The latest reports of "UFO's"—short
for Unidentified Flying Objects—come
from a mother and son and from a police
patrolman, who claim to have seen
objects like a "bright white light" which
alternately zoomed through the darkened
sky, then hovered for minutes over the
community.

.Mrs...,James I. Privitera and son,
ThomasV of 80 Wolcott St. reported the
sighting.;about 11:20 p.m., Tuesday and
said.'ineVobject sped in a northwesterly
directibii'high above the Genesee County
village.

Patrolman Thomas L. Cummerton of
96 North St., also saw the object. His
decription of the object and its move
ments jibed with the Priviteras'.

• © •

MRS. PRIVITERA said it seemed to
hover in mid-air high above the million-
gallon village standpipe on West Main
Street, then shot off into the darkness.

Similar reported sightings have been
recorded in recent weeks in the Living
ston County area, particularly around
Nunda, where even police and sheriff's
patrols claimto have witnessed the unex
plained phenomena on a number of
occasions over the period of about a
month.
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More "Things" in the Sty
rted From This Area

^ £

Repoi
unidentified.-W&1<&&™ anor herIy dk
LeRoy Mb^y^Sg^^T^nfl Talone of 17 Vernon

.been followed by other-W*f& fV11^0^ on the night
°* sightings both ItolaTS onJi' *1 ?oehler^rvis DivTuesday evenings. ^ "X *f°nal Lead Co., reported

| Agroup of spectators at the skv L \ ?ght object *» the
baligame at MacArthur StewWi*',8'"50 pm" Tues<*ay
dium Monday reportedlysS I ! ? U"Ch break' He s**
ed something in the L? Saw, Jt In the south and it
If not thinlfmuchVif'un^fehi^ ?*,**» the ^the other report was publ cfcedI MrJ* rrate °fT speed-
Three persons reported siE Le Rov ^V Privatera of
far -*«* «* t-«^^^
(«ftV^S ? ^-s«^
seated nearby oointPd n,,f « PIeasant St., LeRovbright white ohjSIfth^feea'fighting a„££»*£

but four or five of them watchS r™ ?; and hls neighbor,



"Note" This report was written by NICAP Investigator Fred C. Fair, as he
was interviewing Louis Howard, and afterwards read, to Howard, who said it

,was correct^^^q^,^ investigations COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA -'{]/
1536 Connecticut Avenue N. W. ^

NOrth 7-9434 Washington 6, D. C. 'fr-_c- ; ?- Z ">-'-:

I :' r - ' '• ' 0 ' ' . • ^ ^REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT(S) \J £^ v̂ V
This form includes questions asked bythe United States Air Force and by other Armed Forces* investigating agencies, and additional

questions to which answers are needed for full evaluation by NICAP.
After all the information has been fully studied, the conclusion of our Evaluation Panel will be published by NICAP in its regularly

issued magazine or in another publication. Please try to answer as many questions as possible. Should you need additional room,
please use another sheet of paper. Please print or typewrite. Your assistance isof great value and is genuinely appreciated. Thank you.

i. Name Louis Howard Place of Employment 11th grade High School.

Address R .D. 2 Jamestown, N.Y. Occupation Student.

-. 1 : " y i .. ^Education two years H.S.
Special Training none

Telephone number recently, changed. Military Service none

2." Date of Observation" 8/23/65 _ \ time" \ " ( AM 9 PmEDST Time Zone
( approx.

3. Locality of: Observation near Kiantone. NY «. . , ^. -.<^-_ ed ivi«*ni;one, in.i. Two sightings, first one
4. ; How long did you see the object? Hours Minutes Seconds ^or 7 minutes, the Second

for 10 seconds,
5. Please describe weather conditions arid the type of sky; i.e.,_ bright daylight, nighttime, dusk, etc. niqhttime Clear

6. Position of the Sun or Moon in relation to the object and to you. No Sun, no UlOOn. Sky •

7. If seen at night, twilight, or dawn, were the stars or moon visible? Stars clearly visible.

8. Were there more than one object? no . If so, please tell how many, and draw a sketch ofwhat you saw, indicating
direction of movement, if any. Soe* No to 1

9. Please describe the object(s) in detail. For instance, did It (they) appear solid, oronly as a source, of light; was It revolving,
etc? Please use additional sheets of paper, if necessary. A solid Source of bright light, moving

to the northwest. Object 2 see note 2.
10. Was the object(s) brighter than the background of the sky? yes

11. If so, compare the brightness with the Sun, Moon, headlights, etc. Much brighter than a 1st mag0 Star,

12. Did the object(s) — (Please elaborate, If you can give details.)

a. Appear to stand still at any time? yes,
b. Suddenly speed up and rush away at any time? no
c. Break up into parts or explode? no
d._ Give off smoke? no
e. Leave any visible trail? no
f. Drop anything? no
g. Change brightness? no
h. Change shape? no
i. Change color? no - - - - .: . :•..;... ,

13. Dldtheobject(s)atany time pass in front of,or behind of,anything? If so, please elaborate giving distance, size, etc.if possible
no .... .-_i.... r~

14. Was there anywind? noti . . Lf.so, please give direction and speed.
Lsignificant •

15. Did you observe the ob|ect(s) through an optical instrument or other aid, windshield, wlndowpane, storm window, screenina.
etc? no. What? S

16. Did the object(s) have any sound? no What kind? How loud?

17. Please tell if the object(s) was (were) —

a. Fuzzy or blurred, no
T b. Like a bright star. yes

c^ ^Sharply outlined, yes * ^ x



a. Pinhead

b. Pea yes

cr Dime

9- Orange
h. Grapefruit
i. Larger

18. Was the object — ~: ~ : - -> ,

a. Self-luminous? yes
b. Dull finish? no
c. Reflecting? no
d. Transparent? no

19. Did the object(s) rise or fall while in motion? no •

20. Tell the apparent size of the object(s) when compared with the following held at arm's length:

d. Nickel

e. Half dollar
f. Silver dollar

Or, if easier, give apparent size in inches on a ruler held at arm's length. <
Neighbors had seen it two nights previously, had

21. How did you happen to notice the object(s)? known °^n|||feinJeJg§jJ 9nd n^d told me about it and
22. Where were you and what were you doing at the time? Driving a car in a field.

It disappeared when I wentNinto the house to sum-
23. How did the objects) disappear from view? m0n a witness.

. r c

24.- Compare the speed of the object(s) with a piston or jet aircraft at the same apparent altitude, unable to make COmpar-
I _ - ison.

25. Were there any conventional aircraft in the location at the time or immediately afterwards? If so, please elaborate. None

26. Please estimate the distance of the object(s). about One and a half miles.

27. What was the elevation of the object(s) in the sky? _ Please mark on this hemisphere sketch:
10 to 15 degrees

28. Names and addresses of other Witnesses, if any. -

29. Please draw a map of the locality of the observation showing North; your position; the direction from which the object(s)
appeared and disappeared from view; the direction of its course over the area; roads, towns, villages, railroads, and other
landmarks within a mile.

30. Is there an airport, military, governmental, orresearch installation in the area? no.

31. Have you seen other objects ofan unidentified nature? If so, please describe these observations, using a separate sheet of paper.
no

32. Please enclose photographs, motion pictures, news clippings, notes of radio or television programs (include time, station and
date, if possible) regarding this or similar observations, or any other background material. We will return the material to you.

( Air Force on phone, N.Y.State police in person.
33. ( Were you interrogated by Air Force investigators? By any other federal, state, county, or local officials? If so, please state

the name and rank or title pf-the agent, hisoffice, and derails as to where and when the questioning took place.
8:30 next A.M. after sighting.

Were you asked or"told not to reveal or discuss the incident? If so, were any reasons or official orders mentioned? Please
elaborate carefully. j,t0

34. We should like permission to quote your name in connection with this report. This action will encourage other responsible
citizens to report similar observations to NICAP. However, if you prefer, we will keep your name confidential. Please note
your choice by checking the proper statement below. In any case, please fill in all parts of the form, for our own confidential
files. Thank you for your cooperation.

You may use my name. ( y^s* Please keep my name confidential. ( )

35. Date of filling out this report: 8/24/65. Signature: Louis Howard, by Fred C. Fair

f!3B$^W!£r'*l$*-y*M£,vu*"aKL*~*' ""*"—v.v"'v "w-vpwSKX "tear rsi-iaur "m^M'tfinimimjWHnsMmjmamiwmmmmmmm



9/14/65.
FRED C. FAIR. Ph. D.

Dewittville. r. d. 2. N. Y.

REPORT BY FRED C. FAIR, MEMBER INVESTIGATING COMMITTE NICAP, ON SIGHTINGS
BY Louis Howard, Jamestown, N.Y. R.D.2.

The sighting was made on the night of August 23, 1965, the interview took
place on the afternoon of the 24th. Mrs. Helen Nordell, investigating
committee member accompanied me, and was present during the interview.

Louis Howard reported two different sightings which I believe had no
connection with each other, hence will be discussed separately. Moreover,
had. the second sighting occured at any other time, exdept immediately
following a UFO sighting, I doubt if any one would have aonaected it
with a UFO.

First sighting, (This is the sighting described on the official blank.$

Louis Howard is apparently a very trustworthy person, interested in
astronomy, and I feel confident that all that he told me was essentially
correct.

From Louis2 description of the appearance of the object and its position
in the sky, I assumed, that he had seen the planet Venus. Specially as
he said he had seen other stars in the sky, but none in the area sur
rounding the unknown object. Also he told me that he did not see it
moving, but that the other noys who came to him, had seen it moving, which
may have actually been an illusion due to the motion of the boys.
The fact that a married couple had seen the object two nights previously
in the same part of the sky is additional evidence that Venus was the
object noted. However, its sudden disappearance while the boys went
indoors to notify the grandfather of one of the boys, would rule out
Venus, except it is possible that it could have suddenly disappeared
behind a cloud. A newspaper report several nights later said that
two other people had seen a similar small bright object in the same
general direction as the sighting the boys had made tended to strengthen
the idea that it was Venus that all three groups had seen.

Against the Venus idea there is(l) the object was described as being-mueh
larger than Venus, about twice the diameter.

(-;l)A1so, when I asked. Louis to again stand in the same place at the same
time of night and look in the same direction, and if he again saw the
same or a similar light, then he could assume that it was Venus. He
agreed to do this and to let me know the result. He did not again
notify me, but I heard later that he had lost my address, that in fefct
he had looked two nights later when it was clear, had located Venus, and
while he was looking at Venus, this object came into sight, moved to the
area of Venus, and made an abr^upt right angle turn.

Of the four people who made the sightings, it was impractical for the
investigating members to interview the other two high school students.



FRED C. FAIR. PH. D.

Dewittville. r. d. 2. N. Y.

REPORT BY FRED C. FAIR, MEMBER INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE NICAP, ON SIGHTING
No. 2, made by Louis Howard, Jamestwon, N.Y. R.D.2.

I do not believe that this "sighting" had any connection with UFOs, so
have not made out an official form. However, it is certainly a unique
coincidence.

After watching the UFO described heretofore for about seven minutes
the three boys involved ran into the house to tell their 69 year old
grandfather to come to see it. The point where the boys had stood
was in the middle of a large field, some 600 feet from the house.
The boys and the grandfather went from the house to the sighting location
in an automobile. When they got out of the car and looked to the west,
there was no UFO visible. After convincing themselves that the object
had disappeared, they turned around to Renter the car. They were now
facing in a direction opposite to the UFO which according to their estimate
had been about a mile and a half away. When they turned, around, they
saw at a distance of not more than 700 feet from them a strage glow in
the low sky. They, of course have no way of knowing how long this glow
was present before they saw it, but in a matter of a£out ten seconds
after they first saw it it had disappeared. As a result of this short
time of viewing, the grandfather and Louis did not register the same
impressions. Both however are agreed on the following.

To the rear of the barn, which was about five hundred feet from where
the group was standing, there was an arc of light of approximately 40
foot radius, whose center appeared to be ten feet above the ground, and
behind, but near one end of the barn. This center itself was invisible,
being behind the barn, but from the clear cut arc that was visible,
trrat would be where the center would be. m describing this phenomenon,
both the grandfather and Louis used the term arc, but actually they
meant "sector." (An arc is one of the boundary lines of a sector.)
The glowing or fluorescent area extended from the barn roof across the
sky to a wooded area. As soon as they could do so, they went to the
point where the light seemed to emanate, and at the point where they
considered the light had originated both the Grandfater and Louis,
indfeendently, and at different times,said that there was a "slight,
luminous, smoky haze."
The grandfater affirmed stoutly that no auto headlight or any other kind
of light could have produced -that effect, and it would have been impossible
for a light source to have been in that area.
The one point in which the two narratives differed was that the Grandfather
saitfthe arc was stationary, Louis said that it appeared to be rotating
about a vertical axis. The extremely short time of observation could
account for this difference in observation and conclusion.

{/>vC0/- -Q -£7^<^L
9/14/65. Fred C. Fair
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At ab.ut 9:30 p.m. H.noay night »ue.£3rtt,Mr». Ifcnald sterner (3r.) ph.ned
Jamest.wn P.st-J.uroal Office t. rep.rt an unusual, Urge, blue-silver light
appr.s £0 feet in height Iin middle) and 40 feet in diaaeter^moh had appeared
behind their large bam, which seamed t. f.rm an arc,,— uu aanlitaifti u wmn. o~
a verticle azis, and waich disappeared a. it bagan t. rise, ana faced.«

suddenly, leaving a ^ueer haze where it had appearea t. »""« £*£rSfeS*l» ,
These ab.ve details were given by her nephew. Serry IbrsfHrh. "»»•»•« *J;«»^» >
De.ple wh. had seen the Mysteries .bleat. 2hey said they h-a e«llea the -ir
i.rL »a.e.in Niagara *all« ana n.tfried them. She ethers wn. witnessea tne"sighting weWto! Le.n J.hn».nUge 69) Mrs. St.raer's father, her sen, 114)
D.nSd St.imer, Jr., I*Vis Itawardlage 16} .f ftris.ell Beadlnearby^^—-. ^

On Tuesday am, Aug *4th, Br .Fred O.iW-r.ef the Panel ef Special Advisers,ef f
♦„ M^t^lSrestirating Oemmittee en AerialJ-hensineni;. ef 153& O.nn. Ave.*.../..

to ^feShai Marts.l.cal chairman tfllOiP Ohit# £ ef S.T. State, t. thestne^ng with the secretary ef the Unit. Mrs. Carl fcrt.ll. t. c.nauct a
preliminary investigatien.

Only «M^«f the witnesses wh. saw the "Object", vrere available, Mr. J.hns.m
. „h. described the incident,verlfyi*g^ne ab.uve inf.rnu.txen, ana ;^S
pelinent details, and the yung man.Lewis H.ward,wh. als. gave a g..d ascrip
tion .f the ens.unter with this unusual pnenoaena.

2hey wer. aPPr.*. UO yarc* away fr.m tho self-lumijW 'J^V^4 **
a.ms.n,when they si*xteu it D-ci ef, U»a**««>) tnoir uarn;"U ^vw he
ItT.? «lve never seen aything lite it in ,W life! I wa* scar.41 " he aaaed.
^saia the fX .f £- ^served it f.r at least th,. full ••""»*£* »
*!J« t. rise sl»wly, and thaait olsappeared righfwnere it was" witn.ut
2£Ltur her upZard Z f sight...«..rta- fading .ut ,uiciay" he •*"«•*•••
T'avingY gray ias. in its place, which in an.ther few sec.nas ,wEs g.n..

Shev had Just pwri.usly rushed dm the field t. .bserv.,in the «est,^
-4 *L»t Cm lisht. ink the .verhead sfcy at ab.ut fifteen aegrees \

l£ZTo\£Z\ whfcnl.they th.ught was "m.ving" .uite »PW **<* J
TaI i~TJl as they wer. watchinkt... at that appr.z altitude...Then they ,

called it) behind their banu ' ' X'A ""

In discussing this with Mrs. a.rdefl, ifw. aUW»r.,^V*f* " ^'uf*"
thev had seen the "high up" light 1A. ab.ut the same plas., ana were Huite

J Z.\ tatrTld niThin? t. any.ne ao.ut it. Eeighb.rs, Jvd .bservea itr^t^/Mr £ aMr:^"Irtney^earby),teleph.nea Serry .n Menday night
teJung Mm ti ^ and !•*. because the »«««•» light w,s appearing again".,
faey taew "f 'efry's intewst in i-st^.n^y. «« that he had at«l.*.*P»).••
-Terry rS .ut first.ana ap.ttea tne "light "in t« west.ana oulleat.nl• '««« .
Wd ^.mer, and'Lewis H^ard.wh. was driving acar -«•»• **• *l^'^^.^< v )
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8/24/65 - pm

8/24/65 - pm

8/24/65 Jr pm

Seen by many. Object hung in sky. Said to De a star, DUt not a
plane. No other explanation suggested. (Red Wing Republican Eagle,
8/26)

OIL CITY, PENNA. - Mrs. Louella Roberts, 401 W. Front St. and Mrs.
Margaret Benedict of 406 W.Front St reported they saw a disc in the
sky. Same object seen again on 8/27/65 at 9:15 pm.

BARROW IN FURNESS, LANCS. ENGLAND - Mr. R Scott reported objects
in the sky, 2 shiny round like red flares slow and silent to N.
Like 2 balls of white which came together and separated as they flei
along,emitted red trails. Silent. In view few minutes. Similar thin£
seen through scope on Sunday, 8/22. same location, different wit
nesses. (Leeds Yorks Post 8/28)

PEMBROKE, ONTARIO, CANADA - Bright colored light said to be RCAF
jet stream was reported. (Pembroke Observer 8/25)

8/25/65 - early am - BREEPORT, TEXAS - Mrs. J.W. Bergstresser, police night dispatcher,
reported bright light changing colors. Seen by several officers.
Changed red to green to blue. Not helicopter. Ellington AJB says
would send jet to check. No further information. (Preeport Brazos-
port Facts 8/26)

8/25/65 - 5 am -

8/2$/65 - H:30 am -

8/25/65 -
after

7:45 pm

IPSWICH, MASS. - Mrs. Lillian Baroway reported object which appeared
to drop embers. Not explained, other than possible "slow meteor"•
(Lawrence Mass Eagle Tribune 8/26)

MANSFIELD, OHIO - Dwight Miller, 32 Parkwood Blvd. reported seeing
silver disc in sky headed NE. Fast, in view about 10 seconds; man's
co-worker, Carl Murphy of Columbus, Ohio also saw disc at same time
while with Miller. (Mansfield News Journal 8/27)

Near SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO - Mrs. Alice Baxter and others reported
brilliant white light size of abasketball seen. In view 10-15
minutes. Also seen by local police. Also reported from Escondido,
N.M. (Socorro El Defensor Chieftain 8/31)

8/25/65 - 9:15 pm - PADUCAH, KENTUCKY - At least 4 residents reported bright object SW-:
which said might be Gemini though route from US government "causes
it to pass over the US far south of here, according to government
reports." (Paducah Bun Democrat 8/26)

8/25/65 - 9:15 pm - FRANKFORT, INDIANA - Mr and Mrs Milton Brsker, 1703 E. McClurg St.
reported seeing what they thought was satellite, but was red and
green light*moving through the sky. Seen through binoculars, one
steady light to NE. Luminous, moved same path "4 or 5 times in the
past 3 weeks". No explanation. Suggestion was not Echo.(Frankfort
morning,Times 8/26)
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AUGUST 19, 1965: THREE SIGHTINGS

On the evening of August 19, 1965, 16-year-old Harold A. Butcher
was milking cows and listening to a radio in the main barn, shown
in Figure 2, on the Eunice Miller Carr farm. The sky was filled
with low-lying clouds and the sun had set, but there was still
plenty of light outside. At about 8:20 p.m., Harold heard a bull
that was tethered to a steel bar outside the barn make a high
screeching noise "like I have never heard come from an animal
before." It was later reported that the bar, which was firmly
embedded in the ground, was bent by the bull, presumably in an
attempt to get away from whatever it was that had frightened it!

Figure 2 The events comprising the Cherry Creek incident were
first experienced by 16-year-old Harold Butcher while milking
cows in this (the main) barn on the east side of Aldrich Hill
Road, near Cherry Creek, NY.

Looking out the east window (see Figure 3) to see what had
disturbed the animal, Harold saw a shiny, silver-colored
football-shaped object with sharply defined edges hovering just
above tree-top level, about 450 feet from the barn in front of
area 1 (see Figure 1). The object appeared to be metallic and
shiny, similar to matching "turkey platters" - one of them
inverted - joined together. Two parallel, vertical lines of
large dots and what appeared to be vertical seams were visible
along its side. Figure 4 shows the object as it was originally
drawn by Harold. He estimated it to be 50 feet long and 20 feet
thick.

Mary
Typewritten Text
Galganski



The former pasture area where the UFO closely
ed the ground or landed is now a cornfield.

Using a phone in the barn, Harold called family members in the
house across the street to alert them of his sighting, then
returned to the window. He then ran out the barn through the
south door shown in Figure 3, heading eastward toward the
apparent landing site. Just before he reached the area where the
bull was tethered, the object ascended, the beeping sound
increasing in pitch. When it was about 10 feet off the ground,
the red vapor separated rapidly from the object, struck the
ground, then bounced back to it.

(A couple of details related by the 16-year-old to other NICAP
investigators who questioned him after Shaw did should be noted.
According to John Maxwell, the phone went dead while Harold was
talking to his mother. And Duncan Murphy added that Harold also
heard "an accompanying noise like the suction of a milking
machine or like wind blowing" as the object took off.)

The object made a loud, boom-like noise that was heard only by
Harold just before it rose into the clouds "as fast as a snap of
my fingers," turning them green and "hiding the object."

Five people were in the house when Harold called from the barn:
his mother, Mrs. William Butcher; her young daughter (name
unknown); her youngest son, Robert, age 14; another son, 17 year-
old William, Jr.; and his friend from Jamestown, NY, Kathleen
Brougham, also age 17. But they didn't run outside fast enough
to see the object or the green-colored clouds, even though Murphy
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was told by Harold that the clouds remained dark green for about
five minutes, gradually fading to lighter green.

Harold's father, William Butcher, Sr., was at work (at a local
cannery, according to a newspaper story) and other family members
were away from the farm at the time.

Shortly afterward, Harold saw what he thought was the same
object, hovering over a grove of pine trees (Figure 7) located
about 1500 feet northeast of the main barn — site 2 in Figure 1.
Robert was with him, but for some unknown reason observed only
the latter stages of the object's ascent: the red vapor as the
UFO disappeared into the clouds, again turning them green.

8••••••BMHHHHHHHHBnBBnPHl

The UFO was seen again, this time by Harold and his
Robert, above this grove of pine trees northeast of the

barn.

Shaw indicated that the area 1 and 2 sightings each lasted less
than a minute and were about 10 minutes apart. Fair and Maxwell
state that each observation was only five to ten seconds long.
On the NICAP report form, they state that the second sighting
occurred at 9:40 p.m. (20 minutes after the first). But
Maxwell's supplementary narrative placed the second event only
five minutes after the first.

Based on the UFO actions reported in area 1, Shaw's one-minute
sighting duration seems more reasonable than one consuming 10
seconds or less. Conversely, the area 2 UFO may indeed have been
in view for only seconds; perhaps this is why Robert didn't see

8



the object itself.

Following the second appearance of the object, Mrs. Butcher
called the New York State Police in Fredonia to report the two
sightings. During this time, Harold and Robert were in the
house, telling their mother what they had seen. William, Jr. was
in the milk house, while Kathleen was outside looking for the
object. At around 9 p.m., Kathleen ran into the house, bowled
over the young Butcher girl, and screamed that the object had
returned.

The four teenagers observed the same or similar object moving
horizontally above a field on the other side of the road, about
700 feet southwest of the barn - area 3 in Figure 1. (Mrs.
Butcher remained inside the house to comfort her daughter and
didn't see it.) Figure 8 shows the general area where this third
and final sighting started.

8) View of the countryside in the general vicinity where
^magers spotted the UFO a third time, across the road from

fain barn. This was the final sighting on the Carr farm that
night.

The UFO moved toward the southeast and crossed Aldrich Hill Road,
emitting a glowing yellow exhaust or vapor trail from its aft end
(see Figure 4). Absent was the red vapor present during the
first two sightings. The sky had darkened considerably and only
the faint outline of the object could be seen against the clouds,
which were again colored green.



After it crossed the road, the object was obscured by a hill -
area 4 in Figures 1 and 9. It then reappeared after about one
minute, moving, after an apparent direction change, toward the
southwest before finally disappearing from view.

Figure 9\ The object was hidden from view for a short time and
:ly changed direction behind this small hill. It then

disappeared while moving toward the southwest in the direction of
Jamestown, NY.

Shaw's and Fair and Maxwell's reports also disagreed on the
duration of the third sighting. Although this uncertainty can't
be resolved, it seems reasonable to assume that it would have
taken at least one minute for the UFO to cross the road and duck

behind the hill. No estimates are given for the total time it
was in view after that.

THE SEARCH FOR PHYSICAL TRACES

Because the object reportedly landed or came close to the ground
in area 1, NICAP investigators made an intensive search to find
traces of its presence there (and to a lesser extent, in the
other sighting areas). This section describes those efforts and
what was recovered. In the summaries that follow, note that the
first NICAP investigator at the scene, Walter Shaw, did not
arrive there until Noon on August 21. His account of what
happened on August 19 and 20 reflects what he was told by others,
including Harold Butcher.

10
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(cation of area 1 physical traces — redrawn from
tigator Walter Shaw's original sketch.
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deformation response typically displayed by steel: "This crow bar
showed only one continuous bend. It is extremely unlikely that
any attempt had been made to straighten it."

A.

The steel bar allegedly bent by the bull in its
o get away from something that had disturbed it.

"Finally, John Maxwell added that Harold said the UPS "smelled
like oil and was hard to get off ones (sic) hands," that "one
[fence] post was knocked down at the sight (sic) of the first
landing," and that the "Air Force man tried to put it back up."

WALTER SHAW'S LETTER TO HENRY KAWECKI

A September 1, 1965 letter written by Walter Shaw to Henry
Kawecki provided some additional details about the five boxes of
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INCIDENT AT CHERRY CREEK

By Robert A. Galganski
© 1996

Thirty-one years ago, the Buffalo Courier Express carried a short
article about a UFO that allegedly landed on a farm near the
village of Cherry Creek, NY, on August 19, 1965. I lived in
Niagara Falls, NY, at the time, about 60 miles from Cherry Creek,
so I was particularly interested in the story. Indeed, had it
not been for the demands of a summer engineering course I was
taking at the State University at Buffalo, I probably would have
visited the site myself.

*

Later, I found the case summarized in a number of books and other
publications (see references). But these accounts seemed
incomplete or displayed obvious major discrepancies. Some
things, however, were certain. The Cherry Creek sightings were
investigated by the U.S. Air Force, New York State Police, and
the now-defunct National Investigations Committee on Aerial
Phenomena (NICAP). And the Air Force was unable to explain it in
conventional terms - one of only 640 "unidentifieds" listed in
the 13,134 Project Blue Book cases officially investigated by
that agency.

In an attempt to learn what really happened at Cherry Creek, I
examined the original case files compiled by NICAP and Project
Blue Book, and conducted my own investigation, visiting the site
numerous times and interviewing many longtime area residents.
This article reviews existing source documentation about the"
Cherry Creek incident and presents a best-guess composite
reconstruction of the alleged events based on that material. My
personal assessment of the case is also presented, along with a
brief summary of other, perhaps related UFO events in the
immediate area shortly after the incident itself occurred.

SOURCE MATERIAL

The NICAP file included copies of three independent reports, a
physical trace analysis, sketches and maps, an assortment of
newspaper clippings and letters, and an audio tape of a September
4, 1965 NICAP subcommittee meeting featuring several of the NICAP
investigators and the principal witness.

Air Force comments in the press and in the declassified Project
Blue Book report were also used in this research.

THE NICAP INVESTIGATORS



Four NICAP members prepared written reports of their respective
investigation of the Cherry Creek incident. One of those members
was a western New Yorker then about to begin his senior year in
college. He still resides in the area and has helped me fill in
some gaps in the case documentation, but because of business-
related reasons, wishes to remain anonymous. Accordingly, I've
given him a pseudonym: Walter Shaw.

Dr. Fred C. Fair, professor emeritus of engineering at New York
University, and John J. Maxwell, occupation and residence
unknown, formed a two-man team. Duncan Murphy, Jr., of Sherman,
NY, led three other unnamed investigators. The background of
Duncan and his group is not known.

Shaw saw an article about the sightings in a Buffalo, NY,
newspaper, called NICAP headquarters in Washington, DC, and was
given permission to check out the story. He arrived at the site
less than a day after the Air Force had left and was still
conducting his investigation when Murphy's group arrived the next
day. Fair and Maxwell were the last NICAP representatives to
arrive, apparently after the others had left. How these people
got involved is not known.

New York State NICAP subcommittee No. 2 located in Jamestown, NY
was responsible for the Cherry Creek investigation. The '
relationship of this subcommittee to the individual investigators
is also unknown.

LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT

The alleged UFO events took place on a hilltop farm located about
three miles north of the Chautauqua County village of Cherry
Creek, NY. Figure 1 is a map of the farm and immediate
surrounding area redrawn from the original map sketched by Walter
Shaw. (Barn number 2 and the milk house are no longer standing
today. Other structures present then but not shown, e.g., a
windmill near the milk house and an old house just north of the
main barn, are also gone.) The farmstead straddles Aldrich Hill
Road, a narrow, hard-packed soil/gravel road oriented nearly
north-south.

With one exception, all photographs used in this article were
taken by the author during the past year and depict the site as
it appears 30 years after the reported events.

One final note. Previously published accounts indicating that
William Butcher owned the farm were erroneous; his family merely
resided there. Eunice Miller Carr of Fredonia, NY, was the
owner. The site therefore will hereafter be referred to as the
Carr farm.



Figure 1 The Carr farmstead - site of the Cherry Creek incident
- redrawn from NICAP investigator Walter Shaw's original map.

AUGUST 19, 1965: THREE SIGHTINGS

This section presents NICAP's version of the UFO sightings at the
Carr farm using all inputs from their case file. It is a
composite reconstruction - my attempt to weave a coherent story
line consistent with the information contained in NICAP
investigator written reports and in a NICAP subcommittee meeting
recorded on audio tape.

Because Walter Shaw's report was complete, well written, and
documented eyewitness responses early in the inquiry, it was used
as the baseline for this case summary. Notable differences
between his account and the other NICAP sources are cited where
deemed important.

This is what supposedly happened on the evening of August 19,
1965. The story begins in the main barn on the Eunice Miller
Carr farm depicted in Figure 2. Sixteen-year-old Harold A.
Butcher was milking cows and listening to a radio tuned to WKBW
(AM 1520 Khz). The sky was filled with low-lying clouds on this
windless night. It was threatening rain, but the Sun had just
set, so there was still plenty of light outside. At about 8:20
p.m., Harold heard a bull that was tethered to a steel bar
outside the barn make a high screeching noise "like I have never



heard come from an animal before." It was later reported that
the bar, which was firmly embedded in the ground, was bent by the
bull, presumably in an attempt to get away from something that
had frightened it!

Figure 2 The events comprising the Cherry Creek incident were
first experienced by 16-year-old Harold Butcher while milking
cows in this (the main) barn on the east side of Aldrich Hill
Road, near Cherry Creek, NY.

Looking out the east barn window shown in Figure 3 to see what
had disturbed the animal, Harold saw what he perceived to be a
shiny, silver-colored football-shaped object with sharply defined
edges. It was hovering just above tree-top level, about 500 feet
east of the barn (area 1 in Figure 1). The object appeared to be
metallic, similar to matching "turkey platters" - one of them
inverted - joined together. Two parallel, vertical rows of large
dots and apparent corresponding seams were visible along its
side. Figure 4 shows the object as it was originally drawn by
Harold. He estimated it to be about 50 feet long and 20 feet
thick.



Figure 3 Harold Butcher first saw the football-shaped UFO
through this barn window.

Figure 4 Harold Butcher's original sketch of the UFO sighted at
the Carr farm.



The radio was emitting, as Harold described it, "a heck of a
noise like a loud static." This was highly unusual; WKBW's
50,000-watt signal was typically strong and clear in the Cherry
Creek area.

Harold's mother revealed later that her radio reception was also
affected by static during the sighting. Her niece, Mrs. Sharon
Rouland of Cherry Creek, claimed that she experienced television
interference at around the same time.

The object descended slowly behind a large tree, depicted in
Figure 5, while making either a "beep-beep" or a "bizz-bizz"
sound. Harold couldn't see if it actually landed on the pasture
because of a slight elevation rise between the barn and area 1.
As shown in Figure 4, what looked like a four-foot long "red
vapor" radiated downward from the lower edge of the object to the
ground during this motion.

While the object was descending the engine on a tractor used to
operate the milking equipment stalled. This claim by Harold
Butcher appeared only in Fair and Maxwell's report; they were the
last NICAP investigators to interview him at the farm.

Figure 5 The UFO descended and may have landed somewhere behind
this large maple tree.

Using a phone in the barn, Harold called family members in the
house across the street to alert them of his sighting, then
returned to the window. He then ran out the barn through the
south door shown in Figure 3, heading eastward toward the



apparent landing site. Just before he reached the area where the
bull was tethered, the object ascended, the beeping sound
increasing in pitch. When it was about 10 feet off the ground,
the red vapor separated rapidly from the object, struck the
ground, then bounced back to the object.

A couple of details related by the 16-year-old to other NICAP
investigators who questioned him after Shaw did should be noted.
According to John Maxwell, the phone went dead while Harold was
talking to his mother. And Duncan Murphy, Jr. added that Harold
also heard "an accompanying noise like the suction of a milking
machine or like wind blowing" as the object took off.

The object made a loud, boom-like noise that was heard only by
Harold just before it rose into the clouds "as fast as a snap of
my fingers," turning them green and "hiding the object."

Five people were in the house when Harold called from the barn:
his mother, Mrs. William Butcher; her young daughter (name
unknown); son Robert, age 14; another son, 17 year-old William,
Jr.; and William's friend from Jamestown, NY, Kathleen Brougham,
also 17. But they didn't run outside fast enough to see the
object or the green-colored clouds. (Note: Harold told Murphy
that the clouds remained dark green for about five minutes after
the object disappeared, gradually fading to lighter green.)

Harold's father, William Butcher, Sr., and other Butcher children
were away from the farm during this time.

Shortly afterward, Harold saw what he thought was the same
object, hovering over a grove of pine trees located about 1500
feet northeast of the main barn — area 2 in Figure 1. Robert was
with him, but saw just a red vapor as the UFO disappeared into
the clouds, again turning them green.

At the September 4 taped NICAP meeting, Shaw said the area 1 and
area 2 sightings each lasted just a few seconds. But his written
account which accompanied a September 8 cover letter to NICAP
director Richard Hall gave the duration as under one minute.
This estimate appears to conflict with the five to ten second
duration given to each of these sightings by Fair and Maxwell.

Following the second appearance of the object, Mrs. Butcher
called the New York State Police in Fredonia to report the two
sightings. During this time, Harold and Robert were in the
house, telling their mother what they had seen. William, Jr. was
in the milk house, while Kathleen was outside looking for the
object. At around 9 p.m., Kathleen ran into the house, bowled
over the young Butcher girl, and screamed that the object had
returned.

The four teenagers observed the same or similar object moving
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horizontally above a field on the other side of the road, about
700 feet southwest of the barn — area 3 in Figure 1. (Mrs.
Butcher remained inside the house to comfort her daughter and
didn't see it.)

The UFO moved toward the southeast and crossed Aldrich Hill Road,
emitting a glowing yellow exhaust or vapor trail from its aft end
as depicted in Figure 4. Absent this time was the red vapor
present during the first two (vertical motion) sightings. The
sky had darkened considerably and only the faint outline of the
object could be seen against the clouds, which were again colored
green.

After it crossed the road, the object was obscured by a hill for
a short but unspecified period of time — area 4 in Figure 1. It
reappeared moving, after an apparent direction change, toward the
southwest before finally disappearing from view.

Fair and Maxwell give the area 3 sighting a five to ten second
duration, while Shaw said it lasted about a minute, both at the
tape-recorded NICAP meeting and in his written report. Times for
the object's reported maneuver at area 4 and its subsequent
departure are not clear.

THE SEARCH FOR PHYSICAL TRACES

NICAP's story continues. We now move from the sightings to the
hunt for possible physical evidence to support those allegations.
Because the object reportedly landed or came close to the ground
in area 1, NICAP investigators made an intensive search to find
traces of its presence there (and to a lesser extent, in the
other sighting areas).

The quest is described in chronological order, with Walter Shaw's
report again the baseline account. As noted earlier, he was the
first NICAP investigator at the scene. Since he didn't get there
until Noon, August 21, his summary of what happened on August 19
and August 20 is based on, at best, secondhand information.

Selected comments and clarifying notes from the author appear in
brackets.

August 19. State Troopers E.J. Haas and P.M. Neilson arrived
at the Carr farm shortly after 9 p.m. on August 19. Accompanied
by all of the Butcher's who were home at the time and Ms.
Brougham, they inspected area 1 using flashlights for
illumination. Nothing unusual was found on the ground that
night.

According to Shaw, everyone except the troopers claimed they



smelled a "pungent odor." Later, Mrs. Butcher said that Harold
and her daughter complained about having an upset stomach. She
also remarked that the normal milk yield for the cows - 2\ cans -
was down to about one can.

The State Police apparently felt that the report was legitimate,
for they contacted the U.S. Air Force in Niagara Falls, NY, and
requested that they come to the farm and investigate the claims
made by the teenagers.

August 20. Harold stumbled and fell while walking through
area 1, resulting in his discovery of an allegedly unusual,
purple-colored liquid on the sod that stained his hands. He
described it as feeling oily, with an odor similar to "3-in-One
oil" (a light lubricant then made by Boyle-Midway Inc. in New
York City).

He cut out a piece of sod containing the unknown purple substance
(which will also be referred to as the UPS) and placed it in a
shoe box. On another, clear area of the same sod sample, he
poured some Blu-Kote, a common, dark purple-colored veterinary
antiseptic and protective wound dressing for large animals such
as cows, horses, and dogs. Harold pointed out that although the
unknown liquid and Blu-Kote looked very similar, the latter
product was not oily.

William Butcher, Sr., claimed that the UPS felt like it "clamped"
on his finger, similar to the effect felt by glue as it dries.
He quickly washed it off and gave the box of sod containing both
samples to the State Police.

Later that afternoon, a five-man investigative team led by
Captain James A. Dorsey, Operations Officer, of the 4621st Air
Force Group stationed at the Niagara Falls, NY, air base arrived
at the Carr farm. After spending a few hours interviewing the
witnesses and neighbors, and inspecting the site, they left with
the sod sample containing the UPS and the Blu-Kote.

Oddly enough, the Air Force team did not have a Geiger counter to
check for possible high levels of radioactivity at the different
event sites.

August 21. Walter Shaw arrived at the Carr farm at Noon and
interviewed all witnesses except William, Jr. and Kathleen
Brougham. (They were interviewed by phone the following week).
He examined all sighting areas and picked plants (weeds?) in area
1 that appeared to be singed on one surface but green on the
opposite side. These he placed in a labeled box - Box 1 - that,
along with four others, would later be sent to Henry C. Kawecki,
a consulting chemical engineer from Fleetwood, PA, for laboratory
analysis by his company.



In a second box [Box 2] from the same area he placed sod having
what was believed to be the UPS on some of the grass blades. A
clear grass area on the same piece of sod was coated with Blu-
Kote to provide a control sample.

A walk through the foot-tall grass in area 3 revealed sections
that appeared to have been "bent over in long, curved sweeps."

August 22. When Shaw returned the next day he learned that
several people, including Harold, claimed to have detected a
sporadic odor in area 1 the previous evening that smelled like
burned diesel fuel or phosphine (PH3, a colorless, highly toxic,
flammable gas with a disagreeable, garlic-like odor). Shaw noted
that he didn't smell anything unusual when he was there just
hours before that time.

Duncan Murphy, Jr. and Shaw examined area 1 again. Another piece
of sod with a purple substance on it was collected [Box 3] as
well as a roughly one-foot square grass sample with some UPS on
it that also appeared to have been very slightly singed [Box 4].
Murphy noted in his two-page report to NICAP that this patch "was
only slightly browner than the surrounding grass. A shriveled up
worm was found in the center of the patch."

The same area of the pasture contained freshly made "tracks" in
the sod about two inches wide by two inches deep — some of them
in a single row and others in pairs roughly parallel to each
other - over a 60-foot wide area. A search of the area failed to
locate the missing strips. William Butcher, Sr. claimed that he
didn't have any equipment that could create such tracks; both he
and Harold stated that the tracks were not there before August
19. A section of track (presumably with some adjacent
vegetation) was cut out and placed in another container [Box 5].

[On the Sept. 4, 1966 audio tape of the aforementioned NICAP
meeting, Harold stated that he discovered the tracks on Friday,
August 20. If his recollection was correct, why they weren't
found earlier by any of the investigators — especially since, as
Shaw told me, they were scrutinizing every square foot of the
pasture for possible physical effects — is incomprehensible.]

Murphy's report provides additional details of the August 22 area
1 site examination:

"Another independent observer from Buffalo had just checked this
supposed landing area for radioactivity with a Geiger counter but
found no trace. We likewise checked the parched ground, tracks,
and the hole where the bluish liquid had been dug up with a
Geiger counter but got nothing more than normal background
radiation reading."
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Murphy also mentioned that "Harold said that the purple liquid
had an iridescent appearance [i.e., displayed a play of colors
producing a rainbow effect, as in a bubble] and was slippery to
the touch."

August 23. Dr. Fred Fair examined some holes Harold had found
in area 1. His comments follow:

"Harold showed me some marks on the ground which he said were at
or near the spot of the landing. These were five small round
holes about one inch or less in diameter and one and a half
inches deep. They could have been made by pressing a cane or
walking stick into the ground. The area was in a pasture and the
ground was grass covered. Even when he pointed the holes out to
me, I had difficulty in seeing them, as they were overlapped by
grass blades. When I put my finger into the holes, the sides
were quite round. But I have a suspicion that the only one who
would have noted these small holes was the person who put them
there." [emphasis added]

When Dr. Fair arrived at the Carr farm, the bar allegedly bent by
the bull wasn't deformed as much as originally claimed: 45
degrees. [The August 21, 1965, Jamestown, NY, Post-Journal
included a photo of Harold, the bull, and a bent bar. If that
indeed was the bar, this photo would appear to confirm that
estimate.] Harold said he straightened it somewhat (date
uncertain) by pounding on it with a fence maul [a heavy mallet or
hammer].

Dr. Fair disputed the allegation that the bull bent the bar it
was tethered to. He wrote: "Harold's story with regard to the
bull bending a crowbar to which he was tied by a chain through
his nose seems very improbable. Due to the tenderness of a
bull's nose, I doubt if a bull could pull on a bar hard enough to
bend a steel bar which was % inch thick at the point of bending.
I believe that any force applied to the bar would have pulled it
[the bar] out of the ground before the bar would bend."

He also noted that "The bar showed no signs of having been
pounded with a maul as claimed," and after citing a deformation
response typically displayed by steel, wrote: "This crow bar
showed only one continuous bend. It is extremely unlikely that
any attempt had been made to straighten it."

ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ALLEGED AREA 1

PHYSICAL EFFECTS

A September 1, 1965 letter written by Walter Shaw to Henry
Kawecki provided some additional details about the five boxes of
alleged physical effects collected from area 1. Here are some
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extracts from that letter:

Referring to why he doused a clear area of the assumed UPS-coated
sod in Box 2 with Blu-Kote, Shaw noted: "This was done because
the two looked very much the same. The unknown substance,
however, remained in a liquid state for about four days [emphasis
added] whereas the bluecoat (sic) dried almost immediately. The
unknown substance had an oily feeling and smell."

Shaw closed with: "The blue unknown could possibly be some of the
bluecoat (sic) that was spilled on the grass from the cows before
the sighting. This, of course, is difficult to determine."

A SECOND AIR FORCE VISIT?

A story in the September 22, 1965 edition of the Martins Ferry,
OH, newspaper, The Union Leader, stated that "... an Air Force'
"UFO (Unidentified Flying Object) team from Wright-Patterson AFB,
Dayton..." returned to the Carr farm on August 23 to collect
additional physical evidence. As we'll see shortly, however, no
mention was made of a second investigation in the Project Blue
Book case file.

Unfortunately, the only reference to a second Air Force visit is
a comment made by Harold Butcher to NICAP investigator John
Maxwell on August 23. Without some other independent
corroboration, this claim must remain unverified.

NOTHING ON RADAR

According to Walter Shaw, the State Police at the Fredonia, NY,
station contacted the airport at Buffalo, NY, to inquire about
any unusual activity in the airspace above the Cherry Creek
region during the time of the reported UFO events. Chester
Metcalf, watch supervisor for FAA Radar Control, replied that
nothing was seen on Buffalo radar (about 45 miles to the
northeast of the Carr farm) or on Erie, PA, radar (about 50 miles
southwest of the farm) that night. He added that there were no
reports of missing or overdue aircraft either.

On August 24 Shaw asked Captain Dorsey if a radar filler station
located near the Carr farm had picked up anything unusual on the
evening of August 19. Dorsey replied that he couldn't provide
him with such information.

[Note: a 1962 U.S. Geological Survey topographical map shows a
radar tower located about five miles southwest of the farm and
five miles northeast of Sinclairville, NY. This may be the
installation that Shaw, who doesn't remember now, referred to at
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the taped September 4, 1965 NICAP meeting as being located "just
over the hill from the farm." At any rate, later maps don't show
such a facility.]

ORIGINAL ASSESSMENT OF THE CHERRY CREEK INCIDENT

Presented below are the evaluations of the Cherry Creek incident
made by the Air Force, selected NICAP investigators, and an
independent technical consultant. My own initial and final
assessments of the case appear in the next and final sections,
respectively.

Local Air Force Investigation Team. The first public comment
from a government agency about the case came from Captain Dorsey
of Niagara Falls AFB. In the August 21, 1965 Buffalo Evening
News, he stated, "We are convinced that they [the teenagers] saw
something. There is no physical evidence, however, of anything
landing there."

The News noted that Dorsey "said that this was not an indication
that something did not land." He is quoted as saying that "VFR
(Visual Flight Rules) and low-level traffic is not easily picked
up on radar. Something relatively motionless also would be
rejected by radar equipment. And something at tree-top level
could be flying and not be picked up."

In the August 22, 1965 Buffalo Courier Express, Dorsey remarked:
"I don't think this is a hoax. These children saw something.
But I'm no expert so we'll leave it up to the people who study
these things." He added: "We questioned him [Harold Butcher]
repeatedly and he was consistent in his story. So were the
others. I don't think they're making this up because they're not
the type. The neighbors feel the same way about it."

NICAP Investigators. Two of the principal NICAP
investigators, Walter Shaw and Dr. Fred C. Fair, provided a
written evaluation of the Cherry Creek incident. Their
statements are reproduced below.

Walter Shaw. "I agree with Captain Dorsey of Niagara Falls Air
Force Base in believing that these people definitely did see
something. The Butchers have not deviated from their report
during the past few weeks of heavy questioning. They have a very
complete and well-knit account of the events which occurred on
the evening of August 19th. I have on occasion noticed Harold
filling in, as one might say, the details of his story [emphasis
added]. These have been relatively minor points, however, and do
not detract from the validity of his story."
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Dr. Fred C. Fair. "More than two weeks after the sighting,
Harold was interviewed at the regular monthly meeting of our
investigating committee, and I was favorably impressed with his
recount of this sighting. He either had memorized his story, or
else he was very truthful on both occasions."

"Subsequent sightings by many people in the area of the Butcher
farm indicate that Harold did see a U.F.O. [These sightings are
addressed in a later section of this article.] The two State
troopers who interviewed Butcher seem to be convinced of the
truth of his story."

Kawecki Chemical Company. Frank T. Cyle (spelling of last
name questionable: handwritten signature), an employee of the
Kawecki Chemical Company, outlined the results of his analysis of
the area 1 physical trace samples in a September 14,1965 letter
to company president Henry Kawecki. First, he indicated the sod
samples in Box Nos. 2 and 3 exhibited a slightly higher than
normal but not significant radioactivity above the normal
background level.

In addition, semi-quantitative spectrographic analyses were run
on all samples, which, according to Cyle, "are merely estimates;
however, they should give a fairly reliable qualitative account
of the constituents present." He noted that "nothing in the
analysis seems unusual; however, the presence of phosphorus in
the [discolored] weeds [apparently, the plants in box no. 1] may
account for the gentleman's claim that he smelled phosphene
(sic)."

The chemical composition of the four sod samples (Box Nos. 2, 3,
4, and 5) were identical, with aluminum, iron, and silicon the
primary elements present.

Project Blue Book. The Blue Book case file on the Cherry
Creek incident cites just one Air Force investigation: that
conducted by Captain Dorsey and his crew from Niagara Falls AFB.
Part of their "Comments" on the case basically echoed what
Captain Dorsey had said to the press earlier: "The State Police
patrolman who interviewed the witnesses said it was his
impression that the sighting could be a hoax, but he did not feel
that it was, as the people were rural people. Also, the
investigating officer [Captain Dorsey] and three technicians were
convinced that the sighting was not a hoax or fabrication. One
technician remained unconvinced."

The alleged UPS is the only physical evidence referred to in the
Blue Book document. It states: "No physical evidence of a
vehicle or landing was found except an oily substance which
appears to be a combination of Vio strigent or Gentian Violet
plus 3-in-l oil, which is not believed to be connected with this
sighting." [emphasis added] The Project Blue Book report
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concluded that "Although the sequence of events are dubious, the
sighting is carried as unidentified by the Air Force since there
is no definite concrete explanation."

INITIAL PERSONAL ASSESSMENT OF THE INCIDENT

My initial assessment of the Cherry Creek incident following a
critical review of the information contained in the NICAP case
file and the Air Force Project Blue Book report is outlined
below. Factored into this evaluation were the results of some
simple experiments I conducted with Blu-Kote. Note that my
findings summarized at the end of this section represented a
tentative or interim conclusion pending consideration of other
information.

Physical Traces. Let's first review the alleged physical
effects found at the Carr farm.

The Unknown Purple Substance (UPS). Laboratory analyses
conducted by the Kawecki Chemical Company and the Air Force left
a lot to be desired in terms of clarity (Kawecki) and
completeness (Air Force). Confounding this assessment are the
confusing descriptive statements made by Harold Butcher and his
father, and the investigators' inability to evaluate the merits
of this "evidence" in a more critical manner. Notably, since the
UPS and Blu-Kote were the same color, that alone should have
raised some red flags somewhere along the line and suggested that
the two liquids were probably related in some manner.

To satisfy myself that this was indeed the case, I did a little
research on Blu-Kote. According to its manufacturer, Blu-Kote's
chemical formulation is virtually the same today as it was back
in the 1960s. This low-viscosity (i.e., watery) liquid has an
alcohol base and dries quickly, but not immediately, on
vegetation. The addition of even a small amount of 3-in-0ne oil
to it significantly retards the mixture drying time relative to
that of Blu-Kote alone.

Blu-Kote contains a purple dye bactericidal, gentian violet,
which penetrates deep into the skin. This was one of the two
constituents (3-in-0ne oil was the other) identified in the Blue
Book report.

Based on the foregoing information, the most plausible hypothesis
is that the unknown purple substance was nothing more than a
combination of Blu-Kote and 3-in-One oil. The real mystery
surrounding the UPS is therefore not its composition, but how it
got on the ground in area 1.

Did the Blu-Kote rub off grazing cattle onto the grass and weeds
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in the pasture and become contaminated with 3-in-One oil, perhaps
from a piece of farm equipment? At best, Harold found it and
thought it had something to do with his sightings. At worst, he
or somebody else planted it there to enhance the strangeness of
the sightings. We'll probably never know.

The Bent Steel Bar. I agree with Dr. Fair on this issue.
That a bull, tethered by a chain passing through its nose, could
bend a thick, solid steel bar by (as it was tacitly assumed)
pulling on it, and not have suffered nasal flesh damage, is
absurd. But could the animal, in its frenzy to get away from
something that frightened it, have bent the bar by ramming it?
That would eliminate the possibility of an internal nose injury,
but perhaps result in a visually apparent frontal body impact
injury. If this indeed was the case, such trauma was not
detected by either the Butchers or by any of the investigators.
But that doesn't rule out the possibility that it did happen this
way. The validity of the bent-bar claim remains unresolved.

Without further information such as how deep the bar was embedded
in the ground and data regarding the compressive and pullout
resistances of the soil around it, I can't comment on Dr. Fair's
other arguments regarding the validity of the bent/straightened
bar.

The "Pungent Odor." The Kawecki chemical analysis revealed
the presence of phosphorous on the weed samples from area 1.
Phosphorous is used in the manufacture of phosphate fertilizers,
which could have been applied to the pasture. This same element
also constitutes part of the noxious gas, phosphine. The odor of
this foul-smelling gas may be the pungent odor that caused the
two Butcher children to suffer (as it was claimed) an upset
stomach. Where did the phosphine come from? Did something or
some condition at the site generate a chemical reaction with the
phosphorous to produce it? I can't answer these questions.

It's odd that the troopers didn't detect the odor, however. Were
they heavy smokers? Did they have sinus problems? Who knows.

Other Physical Evidence. The Kawecki laboratory analysis of
the Box 5 sample — grass or weeds on a piece of sod in which a
rectangular channel-shaped section had been removed - was
confusing. How could vegetation with no purple-colored substance
whatsoever on it have a chemical composition identical to that of
other vegetation with either Blu-Kote or the UPS on it?
Regardless, nothing extraordinary was found. Its very unlikely
that the UFO made the tracks so the only mystery seems to be who
made them, and when. Not worth losing sleep over.

The small holes found in the ground in area 1 are another yawner.
Dr. Fair's evaluation hit the nail on the head here.
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NICAP Investigator Experience. The NICAP people looking into
the events at Cherry Creek were not professional investigators
(Cherry Creek was Shaw's first UFO case, for example. I don't
know how experienced the other guys were.) If you factor in the
inevitable high expectation of finding confirmatory traces of a
UFO in a possible landing incident, it's understandable that the
tenuous alleged physical effects discussed above was given
serious consideration.

A Final Comment. It appears that Harold Butcher found most of
the physical traces when nobody else was around. One could argue
that if he had the time to poke around out there he could also
have been hard at work "manufacturing" evidence to help support
the UFO sightings. Certainly Dr. Fair's statements regarding the
above-noted small holes are noteworthy in this respect. Although
there is no substantive evidence that these indentations or any
of the other alleged physical traces were hoaxed, I couldn't help
get a certain "gut feeling" that they contained too much "noise"
— much of it of a suspicious nature to boot.

Conclusion: Physical traces. In view of the above final
comment, I'm being extremely charitable here. My review of the
NICAP and Project Blue Book report documentation indicates no
definitive link between the alleged physical effects discovered
at the Carr farm and the sightings made there on August 19, 1965.

Electromagnetic (EM) Effects. Testimony that the reception of
two Butcher radios were adversely affected by the events reported
in area 1 has historical precedent and could have a causal
relationship. The other EM-related claims are highly suspect, if
only because they were revealed well after the initial account
had been documented.

The Sightings. There are some things about the visual
sightings themselves that are a bit hard to swallow. Some
notable problem areas are listed below:

• The loud boom supposedly created by the ascending object over
area 1 was heard only by Harold. Surely, someone in the house -
where at least some of the windows would have been open — would
have heard that noise.

• None of the people who came running out of the house following
the first sighting noticed the green-colored clouds, even though,
according to Murphy's report, the clouds remained green for about
five minutes after the UFO disappeared.

• Various discrepancies in sighting event details documented in
the three independent NICAP reports are disconcerting.

The first two sore spots are hard to explain logically. Occam's
razor [loosely translated: the most straightforward hypothesis is
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usually the correct one] tells us that maybe the clouds didn't
turn green; and perhaps there was no boom. These explanations,
which admittedly weaken the entire case, are certainly more
plausible than trying to concoct convoluted scenarios to make
highly unlikely case details fit.

The third item — more an overall case characteristic than a
single problem area — may have a reasonable explanation.
NICAP's conscientious but inexperienced investigators may have
forgotten to ask a key question, or phrased a question poorly,
creating an apparent inconsistency. Thus for example, asking how
long the object took to rise into the clouds, rather than how
long it was in view, would result in significantly different
event observation times.

Walter Shaw noted Harold Butcher's tendency to fill in or color
the details of his story as he repeated it. This inclination
also appears in the form of new details of his experience given
to the two teams of investigators that followed Shaw. Harold's
ongoing "polishing" of his initial testimony further complicated
the inherently difficult task of — to paraphrase the late Dr. J.
Allen Hynek — determining if what Harold said happened really
happened in the way he said it happened.

Tentative Conclusion: Overall Case. The lack of definitive —

and in some instances, the presence of suspicious — alleged
physical traces, coupled with the above-noted nagging problems
with just the sightings alone, disturbed me. I was ready to
write the case off as a clever hoax — one that fooled even the

U.S. Air Force.

But newspaper clippings and another convincing report in the
NICAP file indicated that there was other UFO activity in the
immediate region around the Carr farm before and shortly after , \p
the subject incident. These events, which caused me to jC*
reconsider my initial conclusion, are discussed in the next xi^
section.

SUPPORTING UFO-RELATED EVENTS NEAR THE CARR FARM:

AUGUST 1965

Numerous sightings relatively near the site of the Cherry Creek
incident during the same time frame were documented primarily in
newspaper clippings included in the NICAP file. I uncovered
others myself by talking with area residents during the past
year. Let's look at some of the older sightings first.

Events Reported in 1965. These events came directly from the
NICAP file. The most impressive case — indeed, the one that
convinced me to continue my Cherry Creek case probe — was
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investigated by Walter Shaw.

The troopers' experience. New York State trooper Richard C.
Ward and his partner, (first name unknown) Purcell, were in their
patrol car near the crest of Plank Road at about 1:15 a.m. on
August 21, 1965, just about 28 hours after the excitement had
subsided at the Carr farm. (I'm pretty sure I found at least the
approximate location of this high-elevation vantage point. It's
about 1% miles southwest of the former Carr farmstead and
provides a spectacular view of the countryside, including Buffalo
to the northeast.)

While scanning the clear and moonless sky and discussing the
strange events of about a day earlier, the troopers spotted a
fixed-position pattern of lights moving toward them from the
north. It flew directly overhead, parallel to the essentially
north-south road, at an elevation estimated between 2000 to 3000
feet. Their two-minute, horizon-to-horizon sighting ended when
the straight-line formation disappeared to the south of their
location.

The array of lights was striking: seven brilliant (comparable to
the Moon), sharply outlined amber-orange circles the size of a
silver dollar held at arm's length (roughly five times the
apparent size of the full Moon) trailing a small, red-colored
light. Dark spaces were present between each light in the chain.

As the UFO approached it gave both officers an eerie feeling
because it made a humming sound described by one of the officers
as a soft purring, "like a bagful of kittens." A jet flew over
the area at a much higher elevation shortly afterward along a
southwest-to-northeast path at about half the UFO's apparent
speed; the plane emitted a different and much louder sound.

Other area sightings. There were numerous possible UFO
sightings in the Cherry Creek area during mid-to-late August
1965. One of those, a light that "exploded like a skyrocket,"
preceded the August 19 events at the Carr farm and was documented
in Duncan Murphy's report to NICAP. Newspaper articles described
others. Unfortunately, the latter stories lacked essential event
details needed to make a meaningful evaluation. Two of these,
which to my knowledge were not investigated by NICAP or the Air
Force, involved the Butchers.

The August 24 Buffalo Courier Express indicated that Harold
Butcher, his brother John, and his cousin Richard Butcher saw, in
one of the witness' words, "a deep yellow-orange ball of fire"
rise from a woods along Route 83 between Hamlet and Balcom on the
evening of August 23, less than two miles from the Carr farm.
The object reportedly caused the car radio and lights to fail.
Harold's father and two fellow workers at a nearby cannery also
saw the fireball.
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But that's not all.

The August 25 Dunkirk-Fredonia Evening Observer referred to yet
another UFO sighting involving the Butchers that same night.
This time, the entire family watched an object hover above a
wooded area near their home.

My initial reaction to these reports went something like this:
What's going on here? No one family can have that many UFO
experiences in such a short period of time. Are the Butchers
deluding themselves by imagining every light in the sky to be a
UFO, or enjoying their "fame" so much that they're now faking
these sightings? There goes what little credibility was left in
Harold Butcher's August 19 sightings - straight down the toilet.

But that attitude changed after I began in May 1995 to question
longtime area residents about their recollection of the original
Carr farm sightings.

Unreported UFO Incidents From Late August 1965. This section
highlights the results of my search for other UFO-related events
around the time of the Cherry Creek incident.

Beeping Sounds. John and Agnes Bauer, who have owned the now-
renovated Carr farmstead since 1966, referred me to Dick Nelson,
a dairy farmer who back in 1965 was the nearest of the Butcher's
neighbors. (Note: the Butchers moved out of their Aldrich Hill
Road residence soon after the events of August 19, 1965. This
move was unrelated to their UFO experiences.) Nelson didn't
experience anything unusual that night, but heard, sometime soon
after that date, strange beeping sounds on his radio and TV for
about a week.

Was there a connection between this sound and the beep-beep
apparently emitted by the object first sighted by Harold Butcher
during its descent and subsequent ascent in area 1?

A Reddish-Orange Ball. Nelson referred me to a woman who
with her mother and several children had an especially
frightening UFO close encounter experience while driving on
Aldrich Hill Road near the Carr farm. He was sure that the event
happened between 9:30 and 10 p.m., a few days after the UFO was
first reported there. Nelson was working in his garage when a
speeding car suddenly stopped. He said "that earful of people
were scared. They saw something. They said a reddish-orange
ball followed them down the road."

When I located the woman, she reluctantly agreed to an interview
only if I promised not to use her real name and didn't tape the
session. This is "Mary Jones'" story.

Mary was driving her car south on Aldrich Hill Road near the Carr
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farm in the early evening, within a few days of the August 19
excitement. Her mother, three of her children, and a neighbor
boy were with her. Mary planned to drive to the farm and show
her passengers that "all this talk about flying saucers was
nonsense." The children in the back seat were the first to
notice a big ball of fire following them. Mary's mother, seated
in the right-front passenger's position, turned around in time to
see it through the rear window.

Seconds later, the UFO disappeared. Mary turned the car around
and started driving down the road in the opposite direction,
hoping to see it again. It wasn't there. Meantime, everyone
(including Mary? - she didn't tell me) had gone ballistic. She
spotted the light in Dick Nelson's garage and stopped the car,
confirming what Nelson said earlier.

Other Events. I uncovered several other possible UFO-related
experiences which occurred immediately after August 19 within a
couple of miles of the Carr farm. Space limitations preclude me
from going into detail but suffice it to say that two multiple-
witness reports involved a large fireball and a classic daylight
disk. I also recorded reports of various light configurations
from area residents who weren't sure when their sighting
occurred.

ANOTHER MYSTERY

The exalted "unidentified" status given by Blue Book evaluators
to the Cherry Creek incident is, itself, a bit of a mystery. For
one thing, this previously quoted statement from their report is,
from the perspective of the prevailing Air Force mind-set,
unusual, to say the least:

"Although the sequence of events are dubious, the sighting is
carried as unidentified by the Air Force since there is no
definite concrete explanation." [emphasis added]

Since when did such a minor detail like that stop the Air Force
from "explaining" just about any UFO report - even one with more
compelling evidence and strangeness than this one? They (at the
direction of the CIA or some other intelligence agency) had been
force-fitting square pegs into round holes for years in an
attempt to wrap the subject in a curtain of laughter and ridicule
and thereby discourage the public from reporting their UFO
experiences. Air Force ludicrous, transparent, and often just
plain stupid evaluations are legendary.

That the Cherry Creek incident was allowed to pass through the
Air Force's normally tight (and more often clogged) case
evaluation filter caught the attention of the late Dr. James
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McDonald, atmospheric physicist from the University of Arizona.
McDonald wrote in an October 9, 1966 letter to NICAP director
Richard Hall:

"I wonder why it [the Cherry Creek case] happened to be tagged
UNIDENTIFIED so quickly. Does it imply that the credibility of
all observers, and especially the son, Harold, were so high? Or
was it the indentations, singed brush, and "purplish liquid"? Or
did the bull sell this one by bending the stake with his nose
ring?"

J. Allen Hynek provides some insight into Air Force thinking on
the Cherry Creek incident. In his book, The Hynek UFO Report
(New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1977) he wrote: "There was
a strong impulse to regard this case as a hoax, but the evidence
pointed in the opposite direction. In addition, the witnesses
concerned were from a rural family and there seemed nothing to be
gained by fabricating such a story. As a consequence, Blue Book
reluctantly carried this case as "Unidentified."

Frankly, I don't understand the Air Force's reasoning. Given the
absence of any strong supporting physical evidence and the many
soft spots in the case, it's amazing that they didn't just blow
it away. That should have been extremely easy to do: a handful
of teenagers had claimed seeing — without corroborating testimony
from any adults - strange lights in the sky. Explanation? Pick
one: the Perseid meteor shower (so what if they appear on August
11 — close enough), hoax, delusion, dipping a bit too much into
the cider barrel. Case closed.

Perhaps the Cherry Creek "unidentified" evaluation was the end
product of a sloppy, local-level investigation. After all, the
Niagara Falls AFB investigative team didn't even bring a Geiger
counter to the site. And by his early positive remarks to the
press about the case, their leader, Captain Dorsey, violated
existing Air Force policy. Specifically, paragraph nine of Air
Force Regulation (AFR) 200-2 stipulates: "...information
regarding a sighting may be released to the press or the general
public by the commander of the Air Force base concerned only if
it has been positively identified as a familiar or known object."
[emphasis in document]

Shaw speculated at the September 4 NICAP Subcommittee meeting
that the task of checking out the UFO report was passed down to
Dorsey, who didn't have a clue about AFR 200-2. But Dorsey
appeared to have been informed of this regulation's contents
shortly afterward, for he refused to answer Shaw's August 24
question about radar traces from the filler station near the Carr
farm.

Many UFO researchers think that Project Blue Book reviews of case
investigations conducted by individual Air Force bases were
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rarely incorporated into the original reports. The above-noted
comment by Hynek, which did not appear in the Blue Book file, is
a good case in point, confirming this speculation for at least
this case. There's no telling how many other local reports got
the same treatment.

CONCLUSION

My review of available Cherry Creek incident documentation
indicated that the case is contaminated by a lot of "noise" —
namely a principal witness with a penchant for embellishing his
initial observations, dubious (at best) physical evidence, and
numerous loose ends. Nevertheless, I think there's a signal
buried in it somewhere because of the extensive apparent UFO
activity that occurred in the immediate area for at least several
days afterward. Many of these events involved multiple and
independent witnesses.

Harold Butcher and the three other teenagers most likely did see
something out of the ordinary on the evening of August 19, 1965.
My best-guess scenario is that they probably saw what others in
the general vicinity observed but reported in considerably less
sensational terms — something resembling a bright or fiery light
source.

The genuine excitement and possible fear resulting from Harold's
initial observation of such an unusual sight — subsequently
transmitted to the other young witnesses — undoubtedly convinced
both government and private investigators that the kids weren't
lying about seeing something strange. But since most teenagers
are inherently excitable people, the witnesses (and especially
Harold) began to exaggerate and augment what they actually saw.

So I highly doubt that Harold, the only witness to make detailed
observations, saw a structured object with seams and rivets that
made electronic, explosive, and Ross Perot giant sucking sounds
as it maneuvered above the farmstead. And whatever it was, it
probably wasn't as large as he estimated it to be and may never
have approached as close as he thought it did. Nor do I think
that the unknown source for these sightings emitted a vertical
red vapor or a horizontal yellow jet, or caused the clouds to
turn green.

As discussed earlier, the dubious physical traces should never
have warranted the attention they received. And as far as the
so-called electromagnetic effects are concerned, I'll concede
that the radios at the farm could have experienced some
interference from either a prosaic or an unusual stimulus. But
that's it. I don't think the tractor engine stalled or the phone
went dead — details that magically appeared as the investigation
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ground on.

In my opinion, the Cherry Creek incident was not a hoax. It
probably originated as a typical UFO sighting - at best, a Hynek
CE1 or a Jacques Vallee MAI type - and mushroomed because of the
circumstances related here. We are still left with a bona fide
unknown, albeit not as spectacular as before. What those kids
saw is anybody's guess.

EPILOGUE: A CONVERSATION WITH HAROLD BUTCHER

When I recently located the principal witness in the Cherry Creek
incident, Harold Butcher, I was feeling pretty good about my
conclusions. My hope was that Harold, who now lives in a
southern state, could help clear up numerous ambiguities and fill
in parts of the puzzle that still eluded me - if he was willing
to talk.

He was. Harold indicated that I was the first person since 1965
- presumably outside of his family and circle of friends and
acquaintances - to question him about the incident. He
responded, in an extremely confident manner, to every question I
asked him. (This behavior itself was in marked contrast to his
unconvincing performance recorded on tape at the September 4,
1965 NICAP meeting.) While many of his answers during our half-
hour phone conversation on July 12, 1996 were generally
consistent (to the extent feasible, given the 31-year time gap)
with the original story line documented in the NICAP case file,
others shocked me.

I'll paraphrase the one exchange that very nearly blew my mind:

RG: Did the object look solid, like a airplane, or was it more
like a ball of light?

HB: It was solid, a grayish color, with seams. I saw tripod legs
come out of the bottom. It left purple burn marks on the ground
and holes four feet deep. The government said it weighed 100
tons, [emphasis added]

As we've seen, none of the three NICAP accounts, or the Blue Book
summary, or newspaper clippings mentioned tripod legs, deep holes
in the ground, or a government-estimated object weight. When I
asked Harold again how deep the holes were just before ending the
interview, he said they were two to three feet deep. Could any
of the investigators have failed to report such features? I
asked Shaw, just to be sure. He said he never saw any
depressions in the ground.

When our conversation ended, I almost wished I hadn't found
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Harold Butcher. Many of his responses left me questioning the
validity of even my final CE1/MA1 scenario.

I still hoped that there was a reasonable explanation for his
troubling recollection of the incident. Then I remembered a 1980
radio interview with Dr. Hynek which addressed the matter of
Betty Hill's continuing - and questionable - UFO sightings
following her (and husband Barney's) 1961 abduction claim.
Betty had been claiming that she was able to see UFOs every
night.

When a CUFOS investigator who accompanied Betty one such night
pointed out to her that the supposed UFOs were just airplanes,
Betty replied that they were just masquerading as airplanes.
Here is an extract, transcribed verbatim from audio tape, of the
subsequent conversation between Hynek and astronomer Terry
Dickinson:

Hynek: So that bothers me. I mean, I have no fault to find with
her original sighting. I think that seems to be solid but I
sometimes feel that she's gotten a bit overenthusiastic.

Dickinson: I've been wondering if it isn't the pressure on Betty
Hill over the years having to deal both with her experience and
with the publicity and with the people who continue to keep in
front of her mind the experience that she and Barney had that
might have some bearing on this question. Do you think that's
possible?

Hynek: Well I didn't exactly say that and now that you said it, I
agree with you. I think so. I think that she has been under
tremendous pressure. Her case, of course, is the classic case
and she's in great demand. And people of all sorts write to her
and impinge and impose on her time, and she's become sort of an
oracle. And, of course, when you become an oracle, oracles are
expected to speak frequently and produce results frequently. And
I think that may be some of it.

Perhaps a similar psychological process has been working on
Harold Butcher during the 31 years since the original events
occurred. Just as Hynek thought that Betty Hill's 1961
experience was solid, I still think that there was a real
stimulus for the Cherry Creek incident. Something extremely
strange was seen at the Carr farm that night.
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LANDING OF UFO
ON CHERRY CREEK
FARM REPORTED
Spetfat to Buffalo Evening Newt

CHERRY CREEK, Aug. 20—A
Cherry Creek family reports
sighting an unidentified flying
object Thursday night. Several
members of the William Butcher
family of Aldrich Rd., said a
large silver-colored object.land
ed near their barn about sunset,
about 408 to 501 feet iron* the
house.

State Police in Fredonia said
they notified Air Force officials
at the Niagara Falls base and
arr continuing an investigation.

One of the Butcher youngster*
•aid that as he was tending cows
in the barn he taw the ve
hicle on the ground. He reported
that the craft theft shot upward
with a jet-like roar, spewing
green and yellow flame, and
crossed • the road an<J landed
again.

Mrs. WHUam Butcher told
State Police investigators that
the object cauaed interference
with radio reception. Radar sta
tions m Buffalo and Erie report
no sightings of anytmny flying
In the area.

Preliminary Investigation
showed no nyark* of any t;
on the ground where the
hid? reportedly landed,,

/juc. i% mr
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Flying Saucer

$Hidft&tl
t Cherry Cree
Fre^ofiia"and Falconer based

state police late.Thursday night
investigated a report that a fly
ing saucer was seen hovering
over a farm just north of Cher
ry Creek. Authorities said the
report came from the children
of William Butcher of Aldrich
road and 16-year-old Kathleen
Brougham.

The children, who range in
age from 11 to 16, said they saw
an object described as about
50 feet long and having the ap
pearance of two saucers, one
inverted on the other. The ob
ject, according to the report,
emitted a dull red light and a
beeping noise as it rose into
the air.

Police said they cheeked with
Niagara Falls Air Force Base
and the Greater Buffalo Interna-
itaomall airport and were told that
no unidentified objects had ap
peared on radar screens. One
official said it was possible the
object was low enough so it
would not be visible on radar.

However, the matter has been
turned over to the military
which. has the UFO '(Unidenti
fied Flying Objects) unit.which
investigates reports of such ob
jects.

UC. H, 14 <*£
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LANDING OF UFO

ON CHERRY CREEK

FARM REPORTED
Special to Buffalo Evening Newt

CHERRY CREEK, Aug. 20—A
Cherry Creek family reports
sighting an unidentified flying
object Thursday night. Several
members of the William Butcher
family of Aldrich Rd., said a
large silver-colored object land
ed near their barn about sunset,
about 400 to 500 feet from the
house.

State Police in Fredonia said
they notified Air Force officials
at the Niagara Falls base and
are continuing an investigation.

One of the Butcher youngsters
said that as he was tending cows
in the barn he saw the ve
hicle on the ground. He reported
that the craft then shot upward
with a jet-like roar, spewing
green and yellow flame, and
crossed the road and landed
again.

Mrs. William Butcher told
State Police investigators that'
the object caused interference
with radio reception. Radar sta
tions in Buffalo and Erie report
no sightings of anything flying
in the area. *

Preliminary investigation
showed no marks of any type
on the ground where the ve-i
hide reportedly landed.

/WCV I % /<Ur
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Simcer Visit
Cwrter~Kzs>ff*8 Ja-iiestiwn Bureau

FALCONER--»Si:ate Police here
receive*! a report late Thursday
night that a flying saucer had
lasde<! and taken off on a farm
just sorth of Cherry Creek. They
jsaid the report came from the
•lour children of William Butcher,
{of Aldrich Rd.
; The children, who range in age
ifrom 13. to 16, all said they saw
J the object. The oldest boy des-
:cribed it as 50 feet long and hav-
,'ing the appearance oftwo' saucers, j
lone inverted os the other.

i They said the er-ifi displayed.
i s t&i L„J» \%«cii k landed and a
[ greea light wben ii took off.
1 The youth said the saucer made
'a noise -ufliike arty conventional
aircraft. J

Police said ibey made a tele
phone citeck with Niagara Falls]
Air Force Base and the Greater)
Buffalo Meraational Airport, andj
were told that no unidentified ob
jects had" appeared on radar
screens.

Aug. \% lilts'

cot/ iweii- E/£.pruSfcS
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'Saucer' Sighted
Near Fredonia

By KEVIN MEAD

CHERRY CREEK, N.Y. —
Four people here Thursday
night saw an unidentified object
described as a "flying saucer",
jhovering in the area of the Wil-
jliam C. Butcher dairy farm, on
lAldrich Rd., 12 miles east of
Falconer.

Harold Butcher, sixteen, first
of the four to see the object,
said, "I was in. the barn when I
first saw it coming down out of
the clouds. It looked like two
shiny silver plates put together,
about 50 feet wide and 2n feet

thick.

"It hovered for a few seconds
about 400 feet from the barn,
and it was making a beeping
noise." then it went back up
through the clouds, and made a
noise like a.sonic boom, and dis
appeared.

"When the thing went through
the clouds they turned a lumi
nous green color and stayed

that way for about five min
utes."

Butcher told the Fredonia and
Falconer state police that five
minutes after the object disap
peared, in the sky, he saw it
hovering over the woods near a
neighbor's barn.

Cathleen Broug'hman, seven
teen, a guest at the Butcher
farm, told the Times that she
and William Butcher, Jr., six
teen, also saw the object hover
ing over a meadow across the
road from the Butcher farm.

"When we saw it, it looked as
though it was going to land, but
then it shot back up in the air.
It was going so fast you could
hardly see it, but it did leave a
yellowish sort of vapor trail,"
and made a noise like a rocket
engine."

Robert Butcher, fourteen,
said, "I saw the thing when it
was taking off, it made a beep
ing soundv as it went up, and
then it just zoomed away.

"But as it went through the
clouds they turned a funny
green color, and they were like
that for a while after the thing
zoomed away.

; "I only saw it for a few sec
onds but I'm sure I did see it.
whatever it was."

Mrs. William C. Butcher told
the Times, "I'm quite positive
that they actually did see the
thing!" |

"Harold called me on the!
phone from the barn when hel
first saw it about 8:30, and he!
sounded scared and excited, in
fact he was so excited he could!
hardly talk. :

"After that both of the other
boys and Kathleen saw the
same thing, so there apparently!
was something actually flying
around here last night."

The state police have checked:
with the radar stations at both
the Buffalo and Niagara Falls
Airports, but neither report
seeing anything enter or leave
the area last night.

flUCr. llj /*<*5
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MYSTERIOUS EVENT AT CHERRY CREEK SIFTED:

Air Force Probes
The young people notified the

State Police in Fredonia ;if
what they had seen and Trooper
E. J. Haas was dispatched "o in
vestigate. He was joined by

^Trooper P. M. Nielson, of the
;Falconer post.
. After interrogating the four
young people and searching the
area they returned to the Fre-
donia post and relayed their ac-

| count of the incident to the Air
_ ' Force at Niagara Falls. They

Samples of a blue liquid sub : Using a phone m the barn' he iaIso checked with the Buffalo
- odor'called the house and told the 1AirP°rt and were informed that

. |person who answered, "Get over

trooper from the Falconer Stele ihere faSt There's somethin8 for
Police yesterday morning near;y0U t0 see-"
the place where the object was A,*u~"~u l
first seen were turned over to
the Air Force investigators for

M#G7T% tf&

(By STEVE BRYCE
Post-Journal Staff Reporter
CHERRY CREEK — "It was

like a huge, shiny silver meat
platter, maybe 50 feet long and
20 feet thick." This was the de
scription given a team of Air
Force investigators yesterday

Strange Object

by Harold Butcher, 16, of the, laboratory analysis
strange object he and others had
observed Thursday evening at' Harold Butcher, identified

stance

which

Although his mother and sev
eral brothers and sisters reach

ed the barn moments afterward,
the mysterious object had dis
appeared but the greenish cast
which it had left on the clouds

nothing unusual had been de
tected on its radarscope during
the time of the reported sight
ings.

Harold said that another mem
ber of the State Police had
searched the area Friday morn
ing and found a number of
places where pieces of sod ap
proximately six inches wide and

When the group went to the *wo feet lonS had been freshly
area over which the craft had|"1;LturDed.
hovered they experienced a The officer, according to Kar-
strange odor like nothing any of! ?ld> suggested that they might
them had ever encountered. be scars made by a helicoptei,

It was later discovered that a ™?ffm which, the boV •'«-
the bull, in its panic to escape, ^d.ately rejected. "I know
had bent the heavy crowbar to ™hat a helicopter looks l.ke and
which its chain was attached that wasn ' what l saw> he de

observed Thursday evening at Harold Butcher, identified as! which it had lef
the family farm on Aldrich Hill fthe first to sight the object, re-J was stiu visible.
Road three miles north of here

Capt. James Dorsey, opera
tions officer of the 4621 Air
Force Group, and four techni
cians from the Niagara Falls
Air Base, spent more than two
hours Friday afternoon at the
William C. Butcher dairy farm
questioning Harold, his brothers,
William. 17, and Robert, 14, and
a Jamestown girl, Kathleen
Brougham, 16, of 56 Crossman
St.. about the mysterious object
which they had reported seeing j
the night before. '

Other members of the Air

Force investigating team were
Sgts. George Wood and James

Hartman and two civilian tech
nicians, Charles Moore and El
mer Link.

Capt. Dorsey said that in ac
cordance with established Air
Force procedure for such inci
dents, the team's report of its
investigation will be forwarded
to a number of official agencies
including the Secretary of the
Air Force and an Air Force cen
ter at Dayton, Ohio, where in
formation about all unidentified
flying objects is centralized.

lated that he had been in a barn
across the road from his homej
engaged in milking a herd of 171
cows about 8:20 p.m. Thursday
when a portable radio hanging
on the wall began emitting loud
static sounds. Almost simuUa-
neously he heard bellows and
commotion from a Holstein bull
chained to a heavy steel crow
bar in a pasture about 150
yards behind the barn.

1 Rushing to a window, ycung
Butcher said he saw the silvery
platter-shaped object hovering
near the ground in a field about
a quarter of a mile away. He
related that a steady beep-beep
sound was emitted by the craft.

He related that the object had
remained near the ground only
a few seconds when suddenly it
shot straight up and, in an in
stant, disappeared through a
low-lying bank of clouds, which
immediately turned a deep
shade of green as it passed j
through them. A moment later,
Harold said he heard a loud
noise somewhat like a sonic
boom.

nearly 45 degrees.
Harold related that about half

an hour later, he again saw the
object hovering close to the
ground across a field about 500
yards north of the point of the
first sighting. This time, he said,,
the craft remained in view, cir-j
cling the farm in a southwester-l
ly direction.

As it reached a point over a;
field south of the Butcher's'
house, it was sighted by William!
and Robert Butcher and by the!
Brougham girl. They were able
to confirm the description pre
viously reported by Harold. I
They reported that it appeared I
to have a yellow light at the
rear and that it left a trail of
yellowish vapor as it disappear
ed in the direction of James
town.

clared.

AUC> l% I
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YOUNG U.F.O. OBSERVER—Harold Butcher, 16, first to
report sighting of a mysterious flying object at the family
farm on Aldrich Hill Road, north of Cherry Creek, Thursday
evening, points to evidence which tends to corroborate his
story. Appearance of the strange craft, he said, had caused
a large Holsrein bull, chained to a heavy steel crowbar in a
nearby field, to panic and in its violent efforts to break away,
it bent the bar to ajmost a 45 degree angle.

—Post-Journal Stattoto
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In Chautauqua County

Study Recommended Of 'Flying Object'
iCourier-Express Niagara Falls Bureau

j NIAGARA FALLS —An Air
(Force officer who investigated a
report of an "unidentified fly
ing object" by some Chautauqua
County teen-agers has recom
mended that the matter be studied
further by Air Force experts.

Capt. James M. Dorsey, a jet
' pilot and assistant operations offi-
icer at the Niagara Falls AFB,
interviewed the youngsters at a
Cherry Creek farm. He said he is

convinced they saw something but
has not idea what it was.

The mysterious object, de
scribed as appearing like two
dinner plates face to face, was
reported by the youngsters as
nearing the ground several times
Thursday night on the William
Butcher farm in Aldrich Rd.,
Cherry Creek.

It was first sighted by Harold
Butcher, 15, and sighted later by
two other boys and a girl.

"I don't think this is a hoax.
These children saw something.
But I'm no expert so we'll leave
it up to the people who study
these things," Dorsey said.

Young Butcher said the object
was shiny like chromium and was
about 50 feet thick and 50 feet
across.

May Have Landed

He said it dipped close to earth
several times starting about 8:20,
shortly after sunset. It may have
landed about 500 feet from him,
he said, but it was difficult to
tell because of a slight rise be
tween him and the object.

When it arose, it sent forth
green and yellow flames and
when it entered the clouds it
caused them to glow, the youth
said.

Dorsey went to Cherry Creek
with four technicians.

"We questioned him (young
Butcher) repeatedly and he was
consistent in his story. So were
the others. I don't think they're
making this up because they're
not the type. The neighbors feel
the same way about it."

Dorsey said there was no
physical evidence that a landing
was made but that this proves
nothing.

He also said area radar showed
nothing unusual but added that
if the object moved slowly it
would not be traced by radar be
cause slow moving objects usually
turn out to be light aircraft or
crop dusting planes.

Air traffic control data also
showed nothing unusual in the
area, he said. Although, he add
ed, it is possible the youngsters
saw an airplane moving outside
of traffic control.

Sent to Dayton
Dorsey said his information was

sent to specialists at Wright-Pat
terson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, who
will probably start studying it
Monday.

"I don't know how long it will
take them to study it or if they
will report back to us," Dorsey
said.

AvC. I °i, 11?L
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Tells

0/ Sighting

A Cherry Creek youth who said
he saw an "unidentified flying
b^ect" t- -• W°] \$fe-"^"T^sday \
light, repoWeT' 'seeing another

one Monday night. •' '

Harold Butcher, 15, of Aid-
rich Hill Rd., said he and a
brother, John, and a cousin,
Richard Butcher, also of Cherry
Creek, saw "a deep yellow-
orange ball of fire" rise from
a woods along Rt. 83 between
Hamlet and Balcom in the Town
of Villenova, Chautauqua Coun
ty, about 10:30.

,kThey said the object caused
"ffieir auto lights and the car
radio to go off. The object fadved
away to the west as they watch
ed, they said.

William Butcher, father of
Harold and John, and two fellow
workers in a nearby cannery also
reportedly saw the object. Last

hursday^nighL Hflrpld Butcher
nd thr^a other

rted Vseeing
lored object lati

tlkir home.

yjers re-)
large,',*silver-
400 feet from

/Qt/«-. 1% w^s
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[Flying Object Seen At Cherry -reek
Merits Further Investigation-USAF

NIAGARA FALLS. — Further
study of the flying saucer re-
jported seen at Cherry Creek
Thursday night has been reconv
mended by an Air Force officer i
who investigated the sighting
rriade by the children of Wil- j
tiatft (Butcher of Aldrich road !
and Kathleen Brougham.

Capt. James M. Dorsey, a jet
jilot and assistant operations of-
icer at the Niagara Falls AFB,
nterviewed the youngsters at a

: Sherry Creek farm. He said he.
Is convinced they saw something'

, >ut has no idea what it was. f*j
| The mysterious object, des^
! eribedas appearing like two din-
\ ier plates face to face, was re-
| jilted toy the youngsters as
' rearing the ground several
| imes Thursday night on the

Uutcher farm in Cherry Creek.
It was first sighted by Harold

Butcher, 15, and later seen by
hree children ranging in age
fom 11 to 16.

"I xkm't think this is a hoax,
tihese children saw something.
E$ut I'm no expert so we'll leave
t up to the people who study
Shese things," Dorsey said.

Young Butcher,said the object
vas shiny l&e chromium and
vas about 50 feet thick and 50
Feet across.

.He said it dipped close to
aarth several times starting
ifebut 8:20, shortly after sunset.
[t may have landed about 500
feet from him, he said, but it
was difficult to tell because of a
slight rise between him and the
object;

When it arose, it sent forth
green and yellow flames, emit
ted a beeping noise, and when
it entered the clouds it caused
jfchem to glow, the youth said.

Dorsey went to Cherry Greek
with four technicians.

."We questioned him (young
Butcher) repeatedly and he was
consistent in his story. So were
the others. I don't think they're
making this up because ♦hey're

not the type. The neighi^rs feel
i the same way about it."
I Dorsey said there was no
[physical evidence that a landing
•was made but that this proves
nothing.

He also said area radar show
ed nothing unusual but added
that if the object moved slowly
it would not be traced by radar

rtuc, M /ftJ*
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ually turn out to be light air
craft or crop dusting planes.

Air traffic control data also
showed nothing unusual in the
area, he said. Although, he add
ed, it is possible the youngsters
saw an airplane moving outside
of traffic control.

Dorsey said bis information
was sent to specialists at Wright-
Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio,
who will probably start studying
it today. j

"I don't know how long it will
take them to study it or if thejr

A^ill report back to us," Dorsey
[Said. —•^r^r-™..,- .
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More Flying
Objects Sighted
In the Area

State police and sheriffs dep
uties Monday checked on two
more reports of unidentified fly^
ing objects in the county, neat
Laona and Cherry Creek.

The Cherry Creek area sight
ing was again by the William
Butcher family of Aldrich Hill
road, whose report ofe^a&UFO
last Thurs^av night wss*&i:.•
acterized by o7n. lals as v*«rthy
of further investigation.

Mrs. Bulfccher called the sher
iffs department at Mayville
about 10:15 p.m. Oylonday to re
port that Jfee object was back.
Mr. Butcpr had fust seen it
through 4 window about 9 pirn,
while woU&ng inside the house.
The entiljh family went outside
to watcniA as it hovered over
a roodedpr&rea and finally dis-
f •eared ^sometime between
c 0 an<r;i&:45 p.m.

A sherlttPs department patrol
car was ^patched to the scene,
but nothing more was seen of
tiie mysterious object. State po
lice and the Air Force base at
Niagara Falls were alerted to
add the new sighting to the one
reported by the Butcher family
last Thursday night.

Mrs. Louis Oiambrone of
Route 60, Laona, told ifee OB
SERVER today her daughter,
Barbara, 17, and a companion,
Dorothy Elliott, also 17, -feiecafte
uncomfortable in the house due
to the ^heat and went to sleep fe
the car outdoors at dfoouit 2:45
a.m. They both spotted what ap
peared to be a reddish and then
yellow light by a nearby fifU
adjacent to the house. Accord
ing to the girls the light glowed
brightly, faded and then glowed
again until 4 am.

Sgt. H. Johnson of the Fredo
nia (barracks questioned otsber
youngsters about 14 to 15 years
old and they all had different
versions of what they saw. Sgt
Johnson said the cteldrttt-were
aware of the publicity regaramg
the report of a UFO last week
at the Butcher farm in Cherry
Creek.

4c;g. h, iH*
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Flying Saucer
Having tofs of
By DALE ANDERSON"'

SOUTH DAYTON. — The past
week has been a busy one
for the William Butcher family
of AldrMi Hill road. A still un
explained visitation has brought
in lots of company. At times,
a little company is welcome.

JUSt before «nndnwn Aug. 19-
in AMrieh Hill road near South
Dayton, 16 - year - old Harold
Butcher was doing the evening
chores in his father's dairy
barn when he heard a bull
bellowing out back. He went out
to see what was the matter.

Call Delayed
Over a grove of woods about

a quarter mile from the bam
he saw a green glowing object
hovering in the twilight. He said
later that it looked like "two
turkey platters," one upside
down on the other. It was about
50 feet long. .

He watched it for a minute.
Then its high-pitched beeping
grew faster and it rose quickly
into the air.

He ran back into the barn and
racked up the phone to call the
{•est of the famfly. Kathleen
Brougham, the girl friend of his
17-year-old brother, William Jr.,
was on the line. She was there
visiting. By the time he got
through, the object had disap
peared.

Visitors SFgfi
Sunday. A few were skeptical
and thought Harold made up1
the story, but most of thenv
were just curious. We only got
a few phone calls. One was a
newspaperman from down in
Pennsylvania.

"People came to investigate)
it from as far off as Akron, O.:
The Air Force took samples of
the oil slick the thing left anf
they tape recorded HarokFi
story. \

"This flying saucer society,
over in Jamestown (the Nation-j
al Investigation Committee on
Aerial Phenomena) invited Bar-;
old over to talk to them in Sep
tember. He says he's going to
go.

"It doesn't bother me much
right now, but at nighttime,
thinking those things are out
there. I get a little scared."

Seen By Others
About 20 minutes later,

though, Kathleen .was walking
along the road near the other
end of the barn when she saw a
green light moving across a
meadow toward a neighbor's
farmhouse. She called out and
most of the family got to see it
rise into the sky again.

The neighbors on either sde
of the Butchers were busy with
chores at the.-time and did not
tee the object

Mrs. Myrtle Butcher rema*.
ed that each time it has appear
ed, the object's beeping drown
ed out radio reception.

f\UCr, i °\t /9CS

They Wouldn't Believe Him
"Since then," she said, "the

State Troopers have been up
here a lot. They believed Har-

• old. One of them said he. saw it
-while he was driving Monday
night, up about 2,000 feet, but he
didn't report it because he
thought they wouldn't believe
him at the station.

"I've heard they sighted themL
in Leon, Jamestown, and Laona,
but I guess there wasn't much
of anything to that Laona one.

"We saw the lights again
Monday and Tuesday. My hus
band called me up from work
at the caiw»"g factory in South *
Dayton Monday and told me he
saw it.

"A fellow from down at Bal- j
corns Corners said he was driv- {
ing along when his truck lights
went out and when he got out
to fix them he saw it too.
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4F Otf/cer on UFO Report:
4 Youths 'Saw Something'

Investigators Find Dairy Herd 'Disturbed'
By 'Large, Silver-Colored' Flying Object

By ARCHIE LOWERY
Buffalo Evening News Bureau

NIAGARA FALLS, Aug. 21 —
An Air Force officer today said
he "personally" feels that four
Chautauqua County children re
porting -an unidentified, flying
object "definitely saw some
thing."

Capt. James Dorsey, assistant
base operations officer at the
Niagara Falls Air Force Base,
said he was assigned to investi
gate a reported UFO sighting at
the William Butcher farm, Aid-
rich Rd., near Cherry Creek.

On Thursday night, Harold
Butcher, 15, and three other
teen-age youngsters reported
seeing a large, silver-colored ob
ject land about 400 feet from
their house. It reportedly stayed
in the area for a time, then shot
upward with a jet-like roar,
spewing green and yellow flame.

Radar Would "Reject" It

The first landing was said to
have occurred at 8:20 PM just
before sunset and the other at
9 PM, across the road from the
Butcher home.

Capt. Dorsey said he and fouy*
other technicians questioned and
requestioned Harold and Kath
leen Brougham, 16, a friend of
the Butcher family, and two
other brothers of Harold about
the matter.

"We are convinced that they
saw something. There is no
physical evidence, however, of
anything landing there," Capt
Dorsey said.

The officer said that this was
not an indication that something

'did not land.
"VFR (Visual Flight Rules)

and slow, low-level traffic is

not easily picked up on radar.
Something relatively motionless
also would be rejected by radar
equipment. And something at
tree-top level could by flying
and not be picked up," the cap
tain said.

Physical Evidence Cited
He sad Harold descrbed the

object as "about 50 feet long
and 50 feet thick."

"I don't think the youths were
making up a story, they definite
ly saw something in my opin
ion. But all I can say is that
the information has been sent to
technically - qualified people in
the Air Force Systems Com
mand for evaluation," Capt.
Dorsey said.

He also emphasized that he
"was a fighter pilot by trade"
and not qualified "to report on
ultra - high performance vehi
cles."

Harold and the other children
told the officers they were
scared but that the object made
no threatening moves toward
them.

Capt. Dorsey cited two evi
dences of "physical evidence"
to show something was appar- j
ently in the area. ''•«-=-'

"The cattle gave significantly
less milk because they apparent
ly were disturbed ,and a young
yearling bull bent a heavy iron
post it was tied to while ap
parently trying to move away
from something," Capt. Dorsey
said. •—

Capt. Dorsey said it has not
been .determined whether there
were'any planes in the area at
the time, adding, "but this does
not mean that there were not
any."

Auc . n {iu£
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New York Teen Sees
By CLYDE C. MACKEY

Times Leader Staff Writer

SIXTEEN year old Harold
Eutcher saw It first.

He saw it on the ground and
was so clo$e that he could dist
inguish the'"rivots. Three other
teenagers two boys and a girl,
saw it in flight.

The U. S. Air Force was im
pressed. So much so that it
sent its UFO (Unidentified Fly
ing Object) team from Wright
Patterson AFB, Dayton, to the
Chautauqua County, New York
farm of William Butcher to
check.

It started about 8:30 p.m. on
Aug. 19. Harold Butcher was
milking his father's 17 cows. It
was his most important chore)
each evening after high school. |
He had just attached the milking j.
machine to the last cow when he
heard Jacob, the family bull, bel-
lering away about 50 yards from
the barn.

Harold ran to thfe door and
looked. What he saw caused him
to freeze.

Five hundred feet away, in
the pasture, adjacent to a
single strand, barbed wire elec
tric fence was a metal object.
It was brighter than aluminum,
more like chrome. It was
shaped like two meat platters,
face to face.

Recovering from the first
shock, he started to run toward
the object. He was about 50 to
75 feet away when the strange
vehicle emitted a crimson like
vapor which bounced as it struck
the grass. The craft then began
a verticle ascension.

Harold stopped in his tracks
and watched as the silver,
elongated saucer climbed into

Air Force Experts Investigate
1 overhanging clouds. There was

a green relection in the clouds
after the UFO disappeared
from sight. There an explosion
— "like dynamite" — he said.

When interviewed last weekend
Harold was quite serious about
what he had reen. "I knew so-

jmething had disturbed Jacob
i (the bull)," he said. "He n-sver
behaves like that unless there is
a stranger in the field, or so
mething is bothering him."

There were no openings in
. the craft that Harold could see

and the only light was from the
blastoff. Before taking off, the
boy said he heard a "beep,

, beep sort of noise — like an
! idling engine." The roar of the

takeoff drowned out everyth
ing, he said.
Harold said the vehicle was

about 50 feet long, 25 feet wide
and about 25 feet tall.

. Mr. and Mrs. Butcher and

their nine children, ages rang

ing, from two to Id, reside on
a hilltop farm which spreads
out over the flat plateau, cov-

erning 150 acres. The rambling
old farmhouse lies on the north
side of Aldrich Hill Road and
the barn opposite the house and
on the south side of the road,
about 30 miles southwest of
Buffalo. Their closest neighbors
are a half mile away.
Nineteen year old Linda Butch

er was helping her mother with
the supper dishes. Mr. Butcher
was working in a field back of
the house and the other children
were at play in the front yard.
No one in the family saw the

Flying Object
UFO except Harold while it was j

, earthbound.

| Three other teens, two boys
and a girl, residing in the vi
cinity of Cherry Creek, saw the

j object in flight.

Mrs. Butcher called the sher

iff's department at Mayville and
a patrol car was dispatched. Sgt.
H. Johnson of the Fredonia State

Police barracks also responded
to the alert. Johnson questioned
young Butcher and the other
youngsters and decided to report
the incident to the Niagara Falls
AFB.

Capt. James M. Dorsey a jet
pilot and assistant operations
officer at Buffalo, accompanied
by four technicians, went to the
Cherry Creek farm the follow-;
ing day. After questioning the!
Butcher family, the other chil
dren, and giving the landing
site a quick check, said, "I'
don't think this is a hoax.

These children saw someth
ing."

Capt. Dorsey said "We ques-
1tioned him (young Butcher) j

repeatedly and he was consistent -
with his story. So were the oth- |
ers. I don't think they were maf^
ing this'up because they're not ;
that type. The neighbors feel the |
same way about it." - \

The Dayton UFO team arrived

four days after the mysterious ,
craft landed on the Butcher

farm. Young Butcher took them

to the field where he had seen

the "flying platter." i

Miss Linda Butcher, who also |
accompanied the Air Force j
team while it was making its
examination, pointed out sever
al spots whre the sod had been
removed — one spot where the
grass had been scorched by the
red vapor flame dittufg the ta
keoff and several others whr

oil drippings had been fou

She pointed to a fence post, ly
ing on the ground. "They think
it might have knocked it (the
post) over," said Linda of the
Dayton team. She said there was
a splotch of green dii the post
and the experts carefully out into
the wood and removed "the sub

stance to be returned to Dayton
for laboratory tests. •i

Capt. Dorsey did hot know
what the results of the study by
the Dayton experts show. "I
don't know how long it will take
them to come up with an answer,
or if they will repllt back to us,"
he said.



SIXTEEN YEAR OLD Harold
goes right on with the milk
ing of his father's 17 cows
as he discusses recent landing
of a flying saucer on his fath
er's farm. The boy got close
enough to see rivots of the ve-

[ TWO OF SEVERAL areas

where an Air Force team from
Dayton removed sod for labo
ratory tests at the sight of a
reported flying saucer landing
near Apple Creek, N. Y., are

examined by the landowner's
daughter, Linda Butcher. At
the left was a patch of oil and,
at right, grass had been burned1
when the unidentified object
landed and took off.



BELIEVED to have been
knocked down by an "unidenti
fied flying object," Linda
Butcher, 19, points to spot
Where an Air Force team.
chopped out a section bearing
a "greenish substance."




